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CC crew goes 4 for 4
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in all four races it entered during a San Diego third.
The OCC varsity four won the
four-way regatta against Loyola
Marymount, San Diego State and closest race of the day in 6:42.0, with
the U.Qiversity of San.. Diego Satur- Loyola second in 6:46.02.
The Coast varsity eight captured
day at the North Lido Channel in
its race . in 5:54.8, defeating San
Newport Harbor.
The Pirates opened the day by Diego State (6: 19.9) and USD
winning the novice event, defeating (6:23.6).
Orange Coast will be hosting the
San Diego State in a time of 6:07.
The OCC freshman eight also 25th annual Newport Regatta Saturcruised to a first-place finish, cover- day and Sunday at its North Lid<}
/
ing the 2,000-meter course in 6:08.6, Channel course.
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"Vugi Toys and Paintings.,
'
from the Children of Japan,
will be on display in Founders Gal-

•

lery through May 31. The paintings
depict everyday life in rural and
urban Japan. Gallery hours: 12-5
p.m. weekdays. No admission fee.
Psychedelic Furs will perform
at the sports center gym May 10, 8
p.m. The new wave band, formed
in 1979, has recorded seven al_bums. For more information call

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Daily Trans cript
(Cir. D. 8,686)

260-4682.
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auree n ;e;~t ... King, executive direct or of MEND, is one of the
75 Ameri can women selected to
partic ipate in the first SovietAmeri can Women's Summ it. As
part of the summ it that starte d
Monday, a group of Soviet women
will culmi nate a four-day visit to
San Diego next week by participa ting in a public discussion
next Thurs day, 7:30 p.m., at the
Manch ester Cente r at USD. It's
free. Topic will be the ch ! ! ~
women in leader ship face. ~ . /
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Jack Lemmon and Lee Remick, who teamed on "Days Of Wine &
Roses '' and '' Tribute, '' are together again - when Jack presents her
Women In Film's Crystal Award June 8 at the Century Plaza Hotel . ..
Barry Manilow headlines the June 2 Music Center "l.,,A . A]jye" benefit
chaired by Mary Hart and Burt Sugarman ... Dolores and Bob Hope receive doctors of humane letters honors May 27 at the U. of San Di.ego. It 's
also her birthday (81), Bob's May 29 (87) .. . Martha and A.C . Lyles
celebrated their 35th wedding anni last night - with Nancy and Ronald
Reagan, who stood up for 'em - along with the Jimmy Cagneys . .. Wolfgang Puck opens his new eatery-brewery, Eureka, May 18. He debuts his
wine label later this year. His frozen pizzas, on the back burner three
years, have taken off nationally ... Bob Wagner hosts this weekend's
WINGS celeb tennis tourney at Claremont. Tommy Cook directs the charity ... A golf tourney in memory of Alan Hale Jr. will be held May 17 at
the Roosevelt Golf Club in Grif.tim_!>ark - to benefit cancer research .. .
Dani Janssen and Clint Eastwood duo'd at Marion Montgomery 's "comeback" shows at the Vine St. Bar & Grill. Wilford Brimley makes his club
bow as a singer there May 17-18 .

San Diego, CA
(San Diego Co.)
Evening Tribune
(Cir. D.123,06 4)
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an' s' Ba ll ha s a lot of bra ss
De;z:t55
HE UNIVERSITY of San
Diego ignored- dtctums
a:l'>out separation of church
and state and mounted a heelclicking, flag-snapping salute to
the military for its recent Deans'
Ball. Well within constitutional
limits and based on good manners,

T

NANCY
SCOTT
ANDERSON

•

•

SOCIETY EDITOR .

the party took its bearing fi:om
special guest H. Lawrence Garrett
III, the Bush-appointed secretary
of the Navy.
Theme for this year's version of
the black-tie Deans' Ball, a benefit
for the university's scholarship
fund, was "Shore Leave San
Diego," which was a little wide of
the Garrett mark. A 1972 USO Law
School graduate, Garrett was commissioned a Navy flier in San
Diego in 1964, after three-years'
training, and returned here from
Vietnam in 1968.
The gold and black tropical-paradise look of the Hilton's ballroom
evoked the Navy's 1940s idyll here.
The ceremony and upper-echelon
ritual that were part of a patriotic
cocktail hour that took place
around the Hilton's pool summoned
up timeless traditions. Flags of the
50 states cordoned off the party
area, which was also the site for
the pre-dinner presentation of colors.
Careful of protocol, guests followed Garrett and his wife, Marilyn, into a Hilton ballroom, where
USO president Author Hughes and
Deans' Ball chairwoman Susan
Kazmarek helped direct the decidedly brassy traffic.
The Garretts shared a table with
Nancy and Jack Fetterman (he's
the admiral in charge of the Pacif-

Ball include Patrick Drinan of arts
and letters, James Burns of business administration, Ed DeRoche
of education, Kristine Strachan of
law and Janet Rodgers of nursing.
Each acted as half a host couple.
Their spouses finished the teams.
Rita Waters was co-chairwoman, and Sister Virginia McMonagle
was university liaison on a committee that included Betty Tharp,
Mim Sally, Deborah Lepper, Carole O'Connell, Christiane Guittard,
Barbara Covey, Marion Maynard,
Claire McNamara, Mary Elise
Daley, Kathleen McMahon, Eileen
Waters, Betty Brock, Barbara
Shortley, Alison Tibbitts, Jackie
Considine, Diane Thompson, Fern
Murphy and Mary Kay Waters.
Ernie and Jean Hahn were there,
Tribune photo by Scott Linnett
as were Terry and Alice Churchill,
Bob and Judy Witty, Frank and
ic Fleet's air force) for the dinner Linda Alessio, Kim and Marilyn
that included a welcome by USO Fletcher, Ron and Cheryl Kenauxiliary president Fran Dolan drick, Jim and Ruth Mulvaney,
and master of ceremonies John George and Kathy Pardee, Susanne
McNamara. Monsignor I. Brent Stanford, Don and Darlene Shiley,
Eagen gave the invocation.
Herb and Jane Stoecklein, and
Terry and William Whitcomb.
Secretary of the Navy H.
Lawrence Garrett, above,
special guest at the USD
Deans' Ball chaired by
Susan Kazmarek, below
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USO-Reno game
halted by brawl
By The Associated Press

•

•
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RENO, Nev. - A sb ba ball
game with the University o evadaReno was suspended in the fifth inning yesterday after a bench-clearing, five-minute brawl.
There were no serious injuries or
arrests in the fight between the West
Coast Conference teams, according
to officials.
San Diego coach John Cunningham
said players "came out of both dugouts with the intent of hurting someone. In 28 years of coaching, I've seen
fights but, .nope, nothing ever like
this."
Several players on both squads
suffered facial cuts and bruises and
some fights broke out between spectators in the parking lot, according to
campus police officers.
The Wolf Pack was leading 3-1
when the fight began.
The brawl started after a San
Diego player rammed his knee into a
Nevada player, who responded by
slapping the face of the USD player,
according to the host team.
"There's no excuse for what took
place here," Nevada coach Gary
Powers said of the brawl. "It was an
ugly, ugly incident that should not
have happened."
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USD Forfeits Games
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Boyd will miss T uesday's •game
with San Diego State and aC least
Friday's WCC game ""W'i-th
Pepperdine . DeRicco will m1ss\ a(
least a WCC game Friday a'gfti'fyil
St. Mary's. Ott said suspensien s•of
at least a game are mand!ilBry
under NCAA and WCC rulc:s•1tu l!
J
By JIM LINDGREN
can be extended.
TIMI'S ST/\l'T WRITl-:I{
Ott said the incident is 't'Jt'lder
review by WCC Commissio ner Mf...
SAN DIEGO-T hree scheduled
chael Gilleran, who is waitirfg'1oJi
the,...U.W...baseball games between
" ~
more informatio n.
versity of San Diego and Nevada
sides feared trouble l:fef'brc
Both
two
and
playecl,
nofbe
ll
wi
Reno
the series. USD Coach John Oun ..;
coaches and two players have been
ningham expressed his concerrito
suspended after Friday's five-minthe WCC office, and . Reno added
ute, bench-clea ring brawl during a
extra security. Gill eran and Ott had
game in Reno.
made plans before Friday's• irfci -l
Officials from both West Coast
dent to fly in for Saturday's gamei
Conference schools decided late
and did so, only to find that' USD
Friday to cancel completion of that
J
had decided to fo rfeit them.
game, and USD elected to forfeit a
intensity of the
the
on
".Based
scheduled doublehead er Saturday.
fight, less than than 24 hours wasThe fight, which began with a
not enough time to cool dovm, "
retaliation,
hard slide and then
Tom Iannacone, USD athleti~
said
appears to have been a carry-over
director.
first
teams'
from an incident in the
Said Ott: "The key reason we
meeting in San Diego.
wanted them to play was to rcdee11O
said
Lenau
Jim
Base umpire
themselves , to give them a chanc~.i
Friday's trouble began in the fifth
to rise above the embarrass menr,r
3-1,
leading,
Reno
inning with
they've brought upon themselves .' 'th
when USD freshman Chad Boyd
Cunningha m chose to say littl€6
dove back to first on a pickoff
q
the incident Saturday.
about
attempt and was tagged hard on
are serious enough that
"Things
the back by junior first baseman
I'm not going to make any com ,5I
John DeRicco.
ments until things are handled b)(q
Lenau said both players were
athletic director and the con-1'.l
our
given a warning. '~'he pitcher im,t
he said.
ference,"
mediately attempted another picktwo teams met in Sarw
the
When
off, and Boyd collided with DeRicDiego in early March, Boyd and0
co while diving back. DeRicco then
DeRicco were involved in a similar •
shoved Boyd.
incident but in reversed roles • .!.
Both benches cleared and playDeRicco, attempting to break up ch
ers from both sides began fighting.
double play at second, was struc~ t
A few spectators later got into a
in the face by second baseman]~
fight, but none went on the field.
Boyd's relay throw. Both benche~l
"That's the worst fight I've seen
cleared, but there was no fight.
in college baseball in 20 years of
Joe DeRicco, Reno's third bas~
officiating," said Lenau, who is
and John's brother, was,9
coach
supervisor of officials for the Sacfrom that game. John DeR -.1!
ejected
ramento Assn. of Collegiate Offiicco, an All-WCC selection in 1989,td
cials.
had surgery to repair six broken..,,..
Aside from cuts and bruises, no
bones in his cheek and was out for
one was seriously injured. The
,o
a month.
after
umpires postponed the game
was 15-15 (23-29 overall);n.
USD
order was restored and later said
and tied for third in the WCC
that Boyd, DeRicco, Reno Coach
entering Friday. Reno was 8-12 s
Gary Powers and Jake Molina, a
(26-20) and in sixth. The lost J
USD assistant, had been ejected.
would not have affected thecj
games
Don Ott, assistant commissioner
hip or postseason;o
champions
WCC
of the wee, said that Powers and
either team.
for
on
considerati
Molina are suspended indefinitely.

■

Coffege baseball: Two
coaches, two players
suspended after Friday
night's fight.
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and a Bob Mackie gown
while she sauteed her oysters, and Dorene Whitney's apron
covered a simple little Chanel.
It was not your ordinary cook-off.
The annual benefit called "Celebrities Cook for the UCSD Cancer
Center" focused this year on women

Party lights
Burl Stiff
as chefs: Anne Rosenzweig, for example, of Manhattan's Arcadia and
"21." She was here to grill red
snapper for San Diego partygoers,
sharing the party's top billing with
celebrated chefs Cindy Black of La
Jolla, Tracy Ritter of San Marcos,
Joyce Goldstein and Barbara Tropp
of San Francisco, and Evan Kleiman
of Los Angeles.
Those professional cooks were
joined not only by Mmes. Goldberg
and Whitney, but also by such talented hostess-chefs as Linda Hahn (with
sous chef Anne Marasco), Dixie
Unruh (with sous chef Ken Unruh),
Isabelle Wasserman (with sous chef
Judee Feinberg) and Sally Thornton
(with sous chef Martha Culbertson).
John Baylin was second in command
at the Goldberg booth, and Jim Griffia

tbere

-

to

.

Hostess-chefs Anne Marasco, Linda Hahn.

The San Diego Union/Jerry McClard

Harold Elkan and Susan Karsh at the 'Orient
~
Express' excursion.

0.D

.

C:..ovrt-:-

Bob Mackie's Astrology collection);
and Dottie and Pat Haggerty (Dottie
was another Mackie devotee).
he same Saturday night, Las·
Hermanas auxiliary to the
Children's Home Society
(CHS) staged a nostalgic "Surfin'
Safari" on the tented terrace at
Shelter Island's Bali Hai. Guests
numbered 450, and the party earned
more than $30,000 for the CHS.
Vickie Cady, Jane Marsh and
Molly Schulze were the trio in
charge:
Dixie and Mike Reynolds paid
$1,200 for the night's most captivating auction prize: an 8-week-old
chocolate Labrador puppy named
Moondoggie.

T

Patrons of the benefit at the
Sheraton Harbor Island numbered
more than 500, and the net profit
surpassed $200,000.
Anne Otterson, who originated the
Cancer Center series nine years ago,
was the chairwoman. Alyson Goudy
and Corrine Gruenwald were the
women in charge of decor - imple-·
menting the party's "Feast of Flowers" theme.
A strolling quartet, Chris Vitas
and the Fedoras, played cocktail
music for a grazing crowd that ineanwhile, at the U.S. Grant
cluded Shirley and Rear Adm. David
Hotel, the San Diego board
Rubel (he's president of the UCSD
the National Kidney
of
Audrey
);
Cancer Center Foundation
Foundation was offering its eighth
Geisel (she wore a flowering Juliet
cap created by Robert Gross of Ade- annual "Orient Express" excursion.
"This," said Tom Carter, "is what
laide's); Jeanne Jones and Don
I call a fun fund-raiser." He and
Breitenberg (Jeanne's lacy pink
Judy were among the let's-pretend
mini-dress was a Bill Blass design);
rs a fine-feathered lot that
la'~e~
Sheri and Ben Kell.i.(her c~6-u-

M

chiffon gown was "Taurus" from

included Martha Hall and Jack

Strawther, Kathleen Flynn and John
Fitzsimmons, Joan Embery and
Duane Pillsbury, Susan Karsh and
Harold Elkan, and Christie and John
Faires. John pointed to an impressive display of decorations on his
chest and declared: "These are all
Good Conduct medals!"
Jenny and Bill Griffith were
there, along with Jill and Tom Hall,
Dianne Schilling with Laurence
Gross, Linda Meyer and Bruce Sinykin, Marti and Frank Panarisi, Betty
and Cush Dow, and Diana and Eric
Sievers, who are expecting another
heir.
own the road a piece, Las
Primeras were celebrating
their 40th anniversary with
an auction and dinner-dance at the
San Diego Country Club.
They called their celebration
"Memories," and resurrected props
and press clippings from past parties to decorate the handsome new
clubhouse.
Chairwoman Sue Foley and Las
Primeras president Nancy Bullen

D

wefcomecl tlie crowif. with Nancy

modeling a ruby ring donated by
King Jewelers as a Ruby Anniversary door prize. Bea Koteff won it.
bile Las Primeras dined
and danced in Chula Vista,
the University of San
Diego honored alumnus H. Lawrence
Garrett III, secretary of the Navy,
at its fifth annual Deans' Ball.
Susan Kazmarek and Rita Waters
were co-chafrs of the party at the
San Diego Hilton.

W

Patrons included Jean and Ernie
Hahn, Monsignor 1.B. Eagen, Jean
and Jack Morse, Marge and Art
Hughes, Darlene and Donald Shiley,
Marilyn and Kim Fletcher, Linda
and Frank Alessio, Fran and Ken
Golden, Barbara and Norm Pressley, Amy and Lt. Gen. Victor Krulak, and, of course, the USD deans:
Mary Ann and Dean Patrick Drinan,
Betsy and Dean James Burns,
Jacqueline and Dean Edward
DeRoche, Dean Janet Rodgers with
her husband, Terry Rodgers, and
Dean Kristine Strachan with her
husband, Gordon Strachan.
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Toreros' scheduled
WestCoast Conference double-header with Nevada-Reno was canceled
after the two teams had a benchclearing brawl during the fifth inning
of Friday's game with the visiting
Wolf Pack leading, 3-1.
"I've done a lot of research," USO
athletic director Tom Iannacone
said, "and based on the intensity of
the fight and having less than a 24hour cooling off period, I felt it was
in the best interest of both teams not
to play."
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Friday, May 11

~ I hold a Busine88 Update Seminar on "A New Manage-

ment Strategy for the Nineties" from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the Douglas F.
Center on the campus. Fee: $15. Reservations: 260Manchester
4644.

Please send news of upcoming events to Business Calendar, San
Diego Tribune, Financial Section, P.O. Box 191 San Diego 92112.
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[~an Diego Spotlight

tl'iflShirts Were Bid
~~fught Off Their Backs
;\ Th/

-· ·

~'f1/?n nual Celebri -T-Shir t Aucti~n, held Friday night
at the Koria Kai Club on Shelter Island, raised a record
~
· $81,000 for the Storefront, San Diego County's only ·
t: emergency shelter for homeless youth.
·
But while the take was almost double last year's, the bidding for
;., .the 200 or so T-shirt s autogra phed by celebrities, most of them pop
:: stars, didn't get nearly as high as it did in 1989. .. ·• _ ·
::: : : '.fhe five priciest shirts, and what they were auctioned off for,
·-: were those signed by Jon Bon Jovi ($430), the late Roy Orbison
: .• ($400), Van Halen ($360) , Guns N' Roses ($300), and Sting , ·
:: ($290).
. ,·•
.~; At last year's auction, by comparison, an Orbison shirt went for
t $1,275, an all-time high. Other pop stars whose autographed ·· ·-.. r-shirt s sold for considerably less than they did in 1989 include i
:i: Jimmy Buffett ($180, down from $725), George Michael
. ($170,
·:; down from $320) and Neil Diamond ( $210, down from $300). ·
.: : · . The really big bucks were brough t in by items other than ·
-• : T ~shirts. At the top of the list was a bass guitar signed by Paul
;: · McCartney ($4,700), followed by a Fender guitar autogra phed by
6
' ~ Er1c Clapton ( $4,300 )-whic h,
,incidentally, :was sold to promot er
::: ·

t: ·:

•

t

:~...omison

:;..:,

• ::

•

~.

.. '
..
,.f"'Bill Silva, who had produced the legenda ry British guitaris
t's
·
:r:cQricert the night befor~ at the San Diego Sports Arena -and the
;:r_~"k;irt worn by Madonna on her "Material Girls" tour ($3,200).
•Other pop trinkets that did well on the auction block include a
:~}.iew Kids on the Block platinu m-albu m award ($850), a soccer
:;'!?all signed by Rod Stewar t ( $770), an autogra phed copy of the ,
•r::"Rolling Stones' "Steel Wheels " album ( $620), and a black- leather
:::- 1~rosm ith tour jacket signed by all five ba:nd membe rs ( $550). ·
:f;:: ;There were several surprises. A signed
Carl Perkins T-_shirt sold
•tfbr.a mere $20, about the same as a ticket _to the rock 'n'. roll · · ·, ' .
.. :: ·
neer's recent concert at the Bacchanal in Kearny Mesa. A shirt
;;':").titpgraphed by the Beat Farmer s, a local b~d, went for $70, more
.
1...._titan shirts signed
by such interna tional stars as Santan a ( $65), ,
~"~iUi e Nelson ($60), Stevie Wonde r ($55); Jimmy Page($ 50), •,
f:- lt~bnyL oggins ($49), Whites nake ($45),N ewOrd er ($4Q),and :;
•( ltieFab ulousT hunder birds ($35).
· ., ~- ;;
}·• , \ ' 1': \ · '·
~ !-:And despite the fact that Cher and Lee Ritenou r have sold ' ·
f Jnillioiis of records over.the last few years, neither .one of their '
t'.:11ut ograph edT-sh irtsattr actedas inglebi d.: i: t ~
1

:

:~JP-?

,,

1

~vt,4- .-

,,: ·.,, .

.W

I

••

''!°W•r1
d,i::.'f!•'.~l!r:.:·.,1r.1;~r~·,.i,•~-.-;\t,vt:t..
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- : : LINER NOTES: Ten more shows have ~een ~dded to t?is
•~~ :Early last year, San Diego State Univers1tx English professor ·,._, }' , :►::~ear's
Del Mar Fair grandstand concert series, eight ~tarb_ng at
;;~Riln Shane decided fo combine his two passions-cla ssicaf. t·l:, -~pi(;,~.~ 1
concerts: Lisa Lisa and_
!

-~::l:i!erature and heavy metal music...:.into one~He' formed 'd;lcick' ~ (Y,~·(:
.:• !>ai:id, Mental Anarchy, whose song lyrics were either adapted , ~::: .. .,
;::fropi or influenced by the deathless prose of English Romantics ..,,
•~Pl!rcy Bysshe Shelley and Lord Byron and French Symbolists
, · ' , , , . . q.) 'l .j ,.',>(1 •. ,
t-:j~ch as Arthur Rimbaud. ··
would lov~;~oj_ak~ . /.',
J:.-.: :''.~f Shelley and B~ron were alive today;: t_h eyShane
said at tlie ,
- ►--.tli~1r poetry and set 1t to heavy metal music,"
':~time. "They would laud_me for finding them'a fqr4-µMp~ :~m>qµs~s , . f
::-'ille same sense of mental I'.ebellion and recalcitra~c,;~~'Ylµch'.,t h~y ·\;~,~r,:;
.••expressed through their writings." Menuu Anarcliy:!s much-hyped ·
,
;fllebut performance; however, kept getting postponed and was
··
·
problems,
personnel
persistent
of
because
scrapped
.toiumately
: :~hane said. Still, he refused to give up and, after nine months of
$txt,ensive interviews arid auditions, he resurrected the band-witl:t
•...:-ao all-_n ew line-up and a slightly more commercial sound. .
:".": :This time, Shane decided to pass on a live premiere. He took the
:-liew and improved version of Mental Anarchy directly into the
-:-:$tlidio to cut a demonstratio n tape. The tape was completed two
'.::i;rionths ago and is currently being shopped to various major labels
: :Jri Los Angeles and New York by Shane's agent in the hopes of
! .. . ,
:::. ~ding the band a recording contract. ... ,
~~ :1n the meantime, Shane is keeping himself busy with a new ·
::-,project. He has put together a second band, Savage Fire, which
:;:..pfays crude garage-rock over which the good professor raps out
·
'
·
-:-....his ad-lib lyrics.
:;--...~~-: While Mental Anarchy's objective is to illuminate the parallels •r t2etween the fevered poetry of yore and the ferocious music of
:;ipday by fusing them, Shane said, Savage Fire's goal is "to
: ~nerate the electricity and passion associated with primitive
::::volatile shamanism, to give people that instinctual liberation, that
►.·liedonistic fire, that so many of their souls crave."
::,.~: And while Mental Anarchy continues to be confined to the
•-:.~udio, Savage Fire is strictly a live band, with several local
t. they'll be at Rio'• in Loma
k ·.a pearances coming up. Sunday
1

..

•

nighttime
·I :,,_1-:30 p.m. and two at 2 p.m. TheCray
Ba~d, June 19; Poe~, June 24,

L~ult Jam, June 18; the Robert
i--:..~ordon Lightfoot, June 28; Laura Branigan, June 29; Air Supply,
·
~1'..mtly l; Natalie Cole, July 2; and the Gap Band, July 4. The
; :..~ternooner s: the Harry James Orchestra, June 21, and Carmen
.
' ,, · ·
, ,
►'":)fcRae, June 28. . . .
:-: •: Just added to the ninth annual Concerts bf the 1:lay.~eries a~
~.:Humphrey 's on Shelter Island: "S~~urqay Night Live comedian
,
.
. , , ·,
~~1)ana Carvey on June 29... , ;
~£: • Tickets go on sale Friday at 10 a.m. for David Byrnes June 8
~?-funcert at the Starlight Bowl in Balboa P~k, Saturday _at 10_a.~s.
Oingo Boingo's Ju_n e 28 show at San Diego Stat,e Umvers1ty
Ir-:.1or
~:ppen Air Theater, and Monday at 10 a.m. for c ,h er s Ju~e 21
,
.
• : iippearance at the Sports Aren~. . . ·. •
• _... Although some tickets are still available for Jimmy Buffett s
;:it.me 18 concert at the Open Air Theater, a second_show has been
:-:-aaded June 19. Tickets for that show go on sale Friday at 10
1

~~~:This -~eek's concerts: ;hitesn°ak~ ~ith Bai E:~glish: tonight at

:f'-the Sports Arena;'Laura Nyro with Joel Edelstem, tomght at the
~ ~elly Up Tavern in Solana Beach; Kaoma, Thursday at th~

.
t::-starlight Bowl; the Psychedelic F~s, .Thursday at th. Urhvers1ty
:,:. -0f San Die o' ports Center Gym; 1the Bonedaddys with rum of
:.: re, ursday at the Belly Up Tavern; the Dave M_ason Band,
· < -Friday at the Bacchanal; John Doe with Emmy Mack and Candye
:-":Kane, Friday at the Casbah in Middletown; _Restless Heart,
?-{Saturday at the Bacchanal; Dino Lee and His Lu~ Johnson,_
::j;aturday at the Casbah; Little Charlie and the N1ghtcats with the
::-:.:Mighty Flyers featuring Rod Piazza, Saturday at the Belly Up
·_ :=!ravern; Melissa Manchester, Saturday at the Poway Ce~ter !or
-::1he Performing Arts; Mission U.K., Saturday at Iguanas m T11uana;
-~1lrid
~..,. ·" Badlands, Sunday at the Belly Up Tavern.
., • '
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SAN DIEGO-L eading Soviet
feminists and two local women
leaders will discuss global and
feminist issues at a forum this
Thursday, May 10, 7:30 p.m. at
the Unjyersity of San Difill.9.
Soviet panelists are part of a
larger group of Russian women
touring the U.S. The local conference is sponsored by MEND.
Soviet panelists are Nina
Belyaeza, an attorney, journalist,
and feminist whose writings have
appeared in In These Times, the
liberal Chicago-based magazine.
She recently appeared on the
McNeil-Lerher Report.

Also speaking is Olga Bessolova, an Soviet engineer who has
been involved in voter registration
drives and community based organizing, and Natalia Varley, an
actress and deputy chair of a new
Russian organization, Women for
Social Regeneration.
Local panelists are Mary Walshok, vice chancellor of UCSD,
and Fern James, president of the
San Diego Organizing Project.
The forum is free and open to
the public and will be held in USD's
ManchesterExecutiveConference
Center, just off Marian Way, the
/
campus's east entrance.
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his wife, Dolores, come t~
27 to collect honorary degrees, she'll
be celebrating a birthday. Her 81st.
Two days later, he'll celebrate his
87th.... Bob Mills, the goldenthroated veteran of San Diego radio
and TV, is taking early retirement
to travel. The original host of "SunUp" and longtime Channel 10
weatherman leaves his K-POP
Radio microphone on June 5, his
62nd birthday.... Columnist Art
Buchwald will be the guest speaker
for Planned Parenthood's annual
dinner May 17 at the Town &
Country.... The June wedding of
Charger Billy Ray Smith and
anchorwoman Kimberly Hunt will
be at Solana Beach Presbyterian
Church; the reception's at La Jolla
Country Club.
Itemized: Coronado's James
Stockdale, the retired admiral who
spent 7½ years in a North Vietnam
prisoner-of-war camp, will be
featured with his wife, Sybil, on the
Arts & Entertainment network's
episode of "Heroes," tonight at 5:30
and 9:30.... The Inter-Collegiate
Prevention Forum will hear from an
expert May 24 at.L,JSD when it deals
with the issue of cleaning up drugs
and alcohol abuse on college
campuses. The keynote speaker:
Robin Wilson, president of Cal State
Chico, Playboy magazine's No. 1
party school in the nation in 1988....
La Jolla's Ted Schroeder, who took
the men's singles title at Wimbledon
in 1949, has returned to the scene of
his triumph a half-dozen times. But
this summer will be special.
Schroeder's been invited to sit in the
Royal Box as the honored guest of
the All-England Tennis Club.
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ifts Guard From Arizona

~SD

~

_

Brown., a 6-foot-3 guard, became the second recruit from
Mesa (Ariz.) Community College to sign a letter of intent to play
basketball at the~versity of San Diego.
"Basically," saia 75D Coach Hank Egan, "he can play any one of
the perimeter positions."
Brown, who attended Wuerzburg American High in Germany,
was an All-Region I selection of the National Junior College
Athletic Assn. He averaged 13.9 points and 4.2 rebounds at Mesa.
Brown joins Reed Watson, who signed in November, and seniors
Shawn Hamilton, Pat Holbert and Anthony Thomas as Toreros
-JIM LINDGREN
from Mesa.
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Notepa d
USO SIG..!',IING - The USD ba etball
team yesterday annou~O!l~:fgning of
e guard
Mesa (Ariz.) Comm
Mike Brown to a national letter of intent.
The 6-foot-3 Brown averaged 13.9
points, 4.2 rebounds and 3.2 assists a
game during the 1989-90 season for /
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/ :USD's c·unningham
suspen,ded for brawl
/'.:'.'.)

By Kirk Kenney ~ ~
Tribune Sportswriter

•

•

U&P, baseball coach John Cunningham ·and Nevada-Reno coach Gary
Powers both have been suspended by
the West Coast Athletic Conference
for failing to control their teams
when a fight broke out during their
game Friday in Reno.
WCAC commissioner Michael Gilleran announced yesterday that
Cunningham and Powers were given
three-game suspensions as a result of
the incident. Powers was given an
additional one-game suspension because he participated in the brawl

'Wea re
particularly
disturbed by the
failure of the coaches
to adequately control
their teams during
tbis unfortunate
incident.'
'-- Michael Gilleran
and was ejected from the game. The
s pension will require Cunningham
to miss USD's season-ending series
this weekend against Pepperdine.
Cunningham could not be reached
fib' comment.
Nevada-Reno first baseman John
~icco and USO shortstop Chad
Boyd also were given two-game
suspensions for instigating th_e fight.
'We expect our coaches to be com~itive , but also to be leaders and
gentlemen," said Gilleran. "We are
particularly disturbed by the failure
of the coaches to adequately control
tbeir teams during this unfortunate
incident. Both teams overreacted
alltl both head coaches must assume
ultimate responsibility for the con-

duct of their teams. Fighting has no
place in intercollegiate athletics."
The incident occurred with Nevada-Reno leading 3-1 in the fifth inning. It began with Boyd diving back
to first base on a pickoff attempt.
DeRicco placed a hard tag on Boyd's
back. Base umpire Jim Lenau said
both players were given a warning
after the throw.
Another pickoff attempt was made
to first. This time Boyd collided with
DeRicco on his way back to first. Reports vary as to whether Boyd attempted to knee DeRicco in the chest
when the players collided. DeRicco
shoved Boyd after the collision and
both benches emptied. A five-minute
brawl followed and the game was
discontinued after a lengthy delay.
Two subsequent games over the
weekend were canceled.
An incident involving Boyd and
DeRicco in March when NevadaReno played USO in San Diego could
have precipitated last week's incident. In that game, DeRicco was hit
in the face by a ball thrown by Boyd,
who was attempting to complete a
double play. Both benches emptied,
although there wasn't a fight. DeRicco was sidelined for one month with
broken bones in his cheek.
San Diego State baseball coach
Jim Dietz said he witnessed the first
incident and believed that there was
no intent on Boyd's part to hit DeRicco. Dietz does believe Nevada-Reno
planned to get retribution. He said
comments to this effect were
overheard when SDSU played at Nevada-Reno last month.
"John Cunningham is such a class
guy that I hate to see something like
this happen to him," said Dietz. "I've
known him to always be an honest
and fair person. •
"He did the right thing by not playing the last two games of the series. I
hope the administration (at USO)
realizes what went on there."
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When it comes to romance, second-place May
trying harder than June
'FLOW ERY MAY is not as romantic as

•

June, but it is an inspirational "springtime
of life" month that encourages a lot of
enjoyable plotting for a varteJy $,Social plea!:::i5
sures to come.
are being planned.
already
weddings
Autumn
Miss Laura Hunte Swortwood, whose family
roots are deep here, will become the bride of
William Michael Fitzgerald Asher of Los Angeles Oct. 27 in St. Mary's Chapel, Bishop's School,
La Jolla. The bride-elect's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Raymond Swortwood (Letitia
Hunte). The wedding reception will be at the
Swortwood home in Fawbanks Ranch.
Please see JACKSON: D-2, Col 1.
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~ive San
Miss Swortwood i~
Diegan, as is her grandmother, Mrs.
J Dean Black (Emily Fenton) of San
Diego. The bride-elect graduated
from Bishop's School and from Da'rtmouth College, where she met her
fjance, also a graduate of Dartmouth.
'.Phe betrothed couple received their
qiaster of business administration
degrees from the University of
them California.
·1,tiss Swortwood is a financial ana,
1 ~t in the Corporate Planning Department of MCA in Universal City,
Calif. Her fiance is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John O'Hair Asher (Jane
Fitzgerald), both attorneys of Paris,
Ill. Mrs. Asher was reared in Coronado.
The bridegroom-to-be is director
of special projects for Lawry's restaurants with headquarters in Los
Angeles.
Miss Swortwood's great-grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Gilbert Fenton (Emily
Bowen). Mr. Fenton arrived here in
1886 from Oakland. The bride-elect is
the granddaughter of Mrs. Russell
Bean (Raymona) of La Jolla and the
late Lloyd Swortwood of La Jolla.
Miss Swortwood is the granddaughter of the late Rear Adm. Louis
Henry Hunte of San Diego.
HIS AND NEXT year will
T
mean important wedding anniversaries for several San Diegans.

•

Lots of enjoyable plotting

Or. and Mrs. James Hilsgen (Jackie)
QJ Del Cerro will celebrate their 39th
\fedding anniversary this year on
June 16. Their lives have been doubly
raced this year by their identical
u.vin grandsons, Randy and Ryan
Kring, who were 1 year old Feb. 27.
they are the sons of Lt. Col. Roy
Kring and his wife, Capt. Shirley
~ilsgen Kring, both Air Force physiQians. They live in Seabrook, Md.
Capt. Kring serves in the clinic ·at
Bolling Air Force Base, Washington,
D.C., and Lt. Col. Kring is head of the
emergency room at Andrews Air
Force Base, Washington, D.C.
Retired Rear Adm. and Mrs.
Roger W. Paine (Bebe) of El Cajon,
who were married on June 1 in Coro-

Laura Hunte Swortwood and
William Michael Fitzgerald
Asher will wed Oct. 27

Galbraith (Peggy) of San Marino,
Calif. At the celebration will be Dr.
and Mrs. Galbraith's daughter, Mary,
and her husband, David Knapp of
Buffalo, N.Y., and Dr. and Mrs. Galbraith's son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Galbraith (Amy) of
Venice, Calif.
Dr. Galbraith was chancellor of
the University of California at San
Diego (1964-68). He and Mrs. Galbraith will attend in July in San Marino the wedding of their granddaughter, Laura Galbraith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James M. Galbraith
(Peggy). Her fiance is Randall A.
Scharlach of San Marino.
R. AND MRS. Raymond F.
M
Hall (Marilyn Nugent) of Coral
Tree Plaza, San Diego, who met at a

tea dance at Hotel del Coronado in
1943, will celebrate their 44th wedding anniversary June 23. They were
married here in St. Joseph's Cathedral. This year they will celebrate
their anniversary on a trip to Chateau Isabella on the shores of Lake
Louise, Alberta, Canada, in Banff National Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Tibbitts Jr.
(Alison Davis) of San Diego will join
friends at the annual RITZ (Rendezvous in the Zoo) June 16. They count
it as a pre-celebration of their wedding anniversary, which will be June
24. Mrs. Tibbitts' parents, retired
Rear Adm. and Mrs. James R. Davis
(Helen) of Horizon Hills, El Cajon,
also celebrate their wedding anniversary June 24. This year will be
Adm. and Mrs. Davis' 51st anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbitts' son, Casey,
will received his MBA degree from
San Diego State University May 27.
This summer, Mrs. Tibbitts will
Adm.
Rear
retired
20
N JUNE
and Mrs. Marshall W. White (El- join Alan Roocroft in teaching ele.
eanore) of Point Loma will celebrate mentary school teachers and chil- .
their 54th wedding anniversary. They dren in classes at the URiversigi. of
were married in San Diego ·at St. San Diego. The courses will be in
conjunction witli the San Diego Zoo
John's Catholic Church.
Dr. and Mrs. John Semple Gal- and will emphasize endangered spebraith (Laura) of University City wil1 c;ies. Mrs. Tibbitts also is secretary
celebrate their golden wedding anni- of the board of the San Diego Historiversary Aug. 22 at a family reunion cal Society.
There has been a lot of moving to
in the home of their son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James M. Please see JACKSON: D-3, 'fo4 1
nado at a family church ceremony,
will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary next year. They frequently celebrate thejr wedding anniversary with retired Rear• Adm.
and Mrs. Edward E. Grimm (Ernie)
of Point Loma, who will observe
their 54th wedding anniversary on
June 1. The Grimms are enjoying
their new status as great-grandparents. A son, Patrick Stephen
Park, was born to their granddaughter, Mrs. Troy Park (Lee-Anna
Grimm) and her husband of Woodbridge, Va., March 17.
The Grimms were married aboard
a destroyer on the Potomac River,
Washington, D.C. On their golden
wedding anniversary they took family members on a cruise to Tahiti.
Next year they may celebrate their
55th wedding anniversary on another
family-oriented cruise.
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new addresses this spring. Mrs. MaryGlenn Phalen of Point Loma recently moved to St._Paul Manor, San
Diego. Her children include her
daughter Katie Phalen and her son
James Phalen Jr., who are active in
the San Diego Blues organization,
which Katie Phalen recently revived.
The group gives concerts featuring
blues music. James Phalen Jr. is a
guitarist with the organization.
Mrs. MaryGlenn Phalen's other
children are Patrick Phalen of Encinitas, Mrs. Martha Phalen-Raaka
of San Luis Obispo and Mrs. Glenn
Scherer (Milly) of Point Loma.
Retired Rear Adm. and Mrs. Herbert G. Stoecklein (Jane) of San
Diego were on the Crown Odyss~y
cruise to South America in April, and
next autumn they will cruise on the
Sky Princess from Montreal, Canada,
to New York. They always find time
to include Virginia Beach, Va., where
their son-in-law and daughter, Navy
Lt. Cmdr. and Mrs. Steven Frisk
(Barbara), live. San Diego County is
home for the Stoeckleins' sons and
daughters-in-law: Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stoecklein (Deborah) of Escondido and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Stoecklein (Joyce) of Rancho Bernardo.
Many of the spring trip-takers
have returned. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
H. Hinkle (Mid) of Le Rondelet, Point
Loma, returned May 3 from a
rewarding trip that took them by
ship from Jacksonville, Fla., to Norfolk, Va. They then motored to Williamsburg, Va., and Washington, D.C.
San Diegans who move to other
cities often find that local classmates
are their neighbors again. Mrs. Steven Shafran (Janet Johns), daughter
of Mrs. Sally Cavell Johns and Judge
Kenneth Johns of San Diego, now
lives in Manhattan, New York. Her
Point Loma High School classmate,

Time to plot the fun ahead
Louise Vaughn, daughter of Don J.
Vaughn of Point Loma, also lives in
New York City, and they frequently
share social and cultural pleasures in
New York. Mr. and Mrs. Shafran celebrated their third wedding anniversary Feb. 28.
It will be music all the way at
summer's stellar social classic, The
Jewel Ball, to be hosted by Las Patronas Aug. 4 at La Jolla Beach and
Tennis Club.
Mrs. Craig R. McClellan (Susan) of
La Jolla and her committee members have engaged Rita Coolidge of
Los Angeles, celebrated singer, and
her five-piece band to play. The popular 25-piece orchestra of Leonard
Neil of Beverly Hills will play for
alfresco dancing. The dance floor on
a tennis court will feature a new configuration this year. It will be a long
rectangle in order to permit more
dining tables around the floor. Dinner will be served earlier this year
than at previous Jewel Balls, but the
gala will extend, as usual, until 2
a.m.
A cappella singers will perform
during cocktail hour on the pool-side
terrace. In keeping with the Italian
theme of the 1990 Jewel Ball, there
will be a cappuccino bar set up on
the patio, where singers will enter·
tain beginning at 11 p.m.
Eight San Diego county organizations will be major beneficiaries
from ball proceeds. Twenty-three
other groups will receive smaller
grants.
Mr. and Mrs. Oberlin Evenson
(Vivian) of La Playa and their son-inlaw and daughter, Mr and Mrs. Donald Lang (Karen) of Loma Portal returned early this month from San
Jose, Costa Rica, where they celebrated on April 26 the 21st birthday
of the Donald Langs' daughter, Kristin. Miss Lang, student at George-

town University, has been spending
the second half of her junior year
abroad at the University of San Jose,
Costa Rica.
Mrs. Evenson is the dedicated
president of the Spreckels Organ Society of San Diego founded in 1988.
The society will present a summer
organ festival commemorating the
diamond jubilee of Balboa Park and
the Spreckels Organ, a gift to San
Diego by John D. Spreckels and Adolf
Spreckels in 1915. The festival will
include the Bombarde Dedication
Concert at 2 p.m. June 10 featuring
the much-needed new addition to the
organ (the rank of 32 Bombarde
pipes). The concert will be followed
by a reception at the Pavilion.
The festival also will include 8
p.m. commemorative concerts June
25 and July 16 and an evening recital
series in July and August by prominent guest organists.
The June 10 concert, featuring the
Bombarde pipes, which add to the
pedal division of the organ, will be by
the civic organist Robert Plimpton.
The Spreckels Organ Society raised
funds to purchase the Bombarde
pipes, which give the organ a powerful new voice.
International seems to be the
theme of many travel tours sponsored by local groups. The art and
architecture of England will attract
several members of the San Diego
Museum of Art (SDMA) to Europe
Sept. 4-14. Mary Stofflet, curator of
Modern Art at SDMA, will be the
museum's travel hostess. The tour
will be enhanced socially by a private dinner at Longleat House hosted
by Lord Christopher of Bath; cream
tea in a Cotswold Cottage and an
English pub luncheon at the historic
Blue Boar. _ _ _ _ _ /
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mandatory control program
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By Steve LaRue, Staff Writer
A split over water conservation has developed on
the San Diego City Council, with Mayor Maureen
O'Connor bolting from the ranks of cities and water
agencies that have enacted the mandatory water-use
controls urged by the San Diego County Water Authority.
Instead, O'Connor is backing a voluntary water-conservation plan of her own. According to an uncirculated draft of this plan, the mayor's office already has
received commitments from SDSU, UCSD, the Californi&--Department of Transportation, Sea World, the
American Golt Corp. (which operates the Tecolote
Canyon course) and the University of San Diego to cut
water use voluntarily by 10 percent.
"Voluntary compliance will not only save water but
also save the city $4.8 million from a proposed mandatory water-conservation budget," the draft says.
"What she is saying is that she would rather go a
voluntary route and do some serious public education
so that people are aware of the severity of the problem
and what to do about it," said Paul Downey, the
mayor's spokesman.
"If you go to a mandatory program, you are looking
at a considerable cost. The full, 12-point plan (proposed
by the water authority) would cost almost $5 million," =
he said.
Meanwhile, Councilman Ron Roberts issued an opposing memo to council members yesterday calling
for passage of mandatory water-use controls as well
as approval of a sweeping, 12-point water conservation
plan first proposed by the city manager's office in
February.
The plan includes retrofitting 50,000 pre-1981 homes
with low-volume toilets and other water saving devices and ordering that water-saving devices be installed
in new homes, a mong other requirements.
"It's time for the city of San Diego to get serious
about saving water. The reasons are legion and well
known," Roberts said in a prepared statement.
"When the city is watering its own golf courses in
midafternoon, it is going to be hard to get citizens to
stop watering their lawns in the daytime."
As a third alte ative before the City Council, the
See Water on P
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on odd or even days, depending on
the last digit of their addresses.
No one could water lawns, fill
City Council, the city manager's ofcounthe
that
or wash cars between 6 a.m.
ing
pools
fice is recommend
cil adopt the mandatory controls rec- and 6 p.m. Hosing down driveways
ommended by the water authority and sidewalks would be illegal. Ornaand spend about $840,000 to investi- mental fountains would have to be
gate leak complaints, hire wat~r- , turned off. Enforcement and fines
conservation staff members and in- would be left up to cities and water
stall low-volume toilets in city facili- agencies.
Authority officials fear that the
ties.
But the city manager's recommen- city of San Diego could damage the
dation would postpone more sweep- authority's water savings program
ing measures, such as the 50,000 re- by rejecting the mandatory controls
trofits until after they can be studied because the city uses the lion's share
by the'nevt_Water Conservation Advi- - 39 percent - of the roughly 221
billion gallons of water the authority
.___
sory Committee.
The issue will come before the imports into this county each year
City Council at its regular meeting from Northern California and the
on Monday. If mandatory controls Colorado River.
"I can't imagine the city of San
are passed at this meeting, they are
sooner
Diego not going along with this;
not expected to take effect
they're far and away our largest custhan June 1.
If . the city of San Diego rejects tomer," Dale Mason, chairman of the
mandatory controls, it will be oppos- water authority board, said at a reing a tide of 16 area cities and water cent drought briefing.
If the city opts out, said authority
districts that have voted to impose
mandatory water-use controls in spokesman Jim Melton, "I believe
order to achieve 10 percent water people throughout the county woul~
receive a mixed message and it
savings this summer.
The cities of Carlsbad and Poway would be more difficult for people to
approved the mandatory program understand just what is expected of
Tuesday, and the Santa Fe Irrigation them."
O'Connor has argued against the
District endorsed them Monday.
Other agencies have scheduled votes mandatory controls this week on
radio talk shows, however, and her
later this month.
on the volunteer spirit of
The San Diego County Water Au- plan relies
Diegans.
thority urged a 10 percent water sav- SanFor
example, her draft plan says,
ings, and mandatory wat~r-use con- San Diegans shaved 20 percent off
trols, on April 12 after 1t became their water use during a 1957 drought
clear that the state was in an unprec- and cut back by 15 percent in 1977,
edented fourth drought year, and during a three-year drought when
reserves in area reservoirs were un- they were asked to save 10 percent.
comfortably low.
Water authority directors declined
Under the proposed rules, resirely on voluntary savings because
to
dents could water their lawns and more recent results have been disapgardens, wash their cars and add
water to their swimming pools only pointing.
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The authority asked residents to
cut water use by about 10 percent
last summer, when it launched its
"Don't be a Water Hog" publicity
campaign, but actual water savings
amounted to about 4 percent.
Meanwhile, about 400 residents telephoned the city's fledgling waterconservation office last week. Most
asked how they can help conserve,
said Marsi Stirer, water-conservation analyst.
"Judging from the phone calls I
have received from San Diegans,
people are really interested in the
city moving aggressively forward
with ~ater conservation programs,"

j.

she said.
Only the North County's Yuima
Municipal Water District, which sells
97 percent of its water for agriculture, and Camp Pendleton, which
does not use imported water, have
decided not to adopt the mandatory
controls urged by the county water
authority.
The mandatory controls have been
approved by the cities of Escondido,
National City, Poway and Oceanside,
as well as the Carlsbad, De Luz
Heights, Padre Dam, Rainbow, Ramona, Olivenhain and San Dieguito
water districts, and the Santa Fe and
South Bay irrigation districts. /
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rHe on7~with Realty Experts
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DEL MAR- Mary K. Heon has
joined Realty Experts of Del Mar.
A Univ~ity of San Diego graduate, Heon has had training in the
paralegal field, as well as being a
licensed Realtor.
She was instrumenta l in the
formation of the Concierge Association of San Diego while working
_/
with Atlas Hotels.
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·Five suspended
in collegiate brawl

1ri

S Two
SAN FRANCISM
head baseball coaches, one assistant coach and two players have
been suspended in connection with
a bench-clearing brawl between
the University of Nevada-Reno and
an Diego, the
the Universj~
West Coast Conference announced
Wednesday.
. The coaches, John Cunningham
of San Diego and Gary Powers of
Nevada-Reno, will be suspended
for three games "for failure to adequately control their teams," the
league said in statement. The suspensions are "effective immedi· ./
ately."
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"Yugl, Toys and Paintings
f~om the Children of Japan"
will be on display in Founders Gallery_through May 31. The paintings
depict everyday life in rural and
urban Japan. Gallery hours: 12-5
p.m. weekdays. No admission fee
For details, call 260-4600 ext·
'
'
4261.

Commencement ceremonies for law students will be held
May 19, 10:30 a.m. Ceremony for
graduate students will be held May
27,_ 10:30 a.m. Undergraduate exercises will be held at 2 .30 p m ✓

. .

.
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Mass for the bishop

•
The San Diego Union/Scofi Linnett

The Rev. Ron Pachence conducts a special
Mass for the recovery of Bishop Leo T.
Maher at Founders Chapel in Founders

•

Hall on the 4.nlversity of San Di~go campus
yesterday. Maher, 74, is recovering from
two surgeries to remove a brain tumor.
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'Medical Board Lagging
in Disciplinary Action
■ &fl.Ms¾ judge's rebuke of state agency's role in

K.lvana case underscores criticism from other sectors.

By ROBERT STEINBROOK
and VIRGINIA ELLIS
TIMES STAFF WRITERS

•

After a jury convicted Dr. Milos
Klvana of second-degree murder
in the deaths of eight newborns
and a fetus, the judge who heard
the case called it "a testamen t to
the abject failure" of the Medical
Board of California, the state agency charged with protecting the
public from incompetent and negligent physicians.
Evidence of Klvana's gross malpractice had been piling up ~for
nearly a decade before he was
brought to justice. At his sentenc- _
ing in February to a 53-year priso
term, Los Angeles Superior Co t
Judge Judith C. Chirlin said the
medical board must "accept responsibility for at least some of the
deaths," because of its repeated
failures to investigate the doctor
properly and stop him from practicing medicine.
Though stung by the criticism,
medical board officials downplay .
the case. The agenda for a recent ·
meeting of the board's public information committe e termed the

DOCTOR DISCIPLINE CRISIS

Underfunded, overwhelmed state
medical review board in gridlock
■ First of two

•

parts

Klvana affair a "media circus"
requiring "damage control."
"You will always find an outlandish case or a problem case,
something that could go through
the cracks," said Dr. J. Alfred
Rider of San Francisco, the medical board's president. He insists
there is no "big problem" in physician discipline in California and
praises the board and its staff as

"absolutely magnificent and dedicated to the consumer of this
state."
But a Times examination of the
issue casts serious doubt on any
sanguine view of California's doctor-disciplinary system.
• At 'the end of March, the board
had a backlog of 600 patient complaints set for formal investigation
but still not assigned. The unassigned complaints are primarily in
Los Angeles and Orange counties
and in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Officials say the figure is actu ly a
Please see BOARD A26
·
C:fs""':J

•

•

•

is just not tough enough," said White,
"Thea Sanboard
Francisco oncologist. "They don't need to
be as slow as they are."
The medical association has supported the enforcement of existing physician-discipline laws and backed
a recent increase in physician-license fees which
helped pay for more investigators.
But the CMA has opposed proposals that would
make it easier for the board to gain additional
information about a physician's practices as well as
procedural reforms that would speed discipline and
make it easier for the board to revoke a physician's
license.
The CMA's Ramsey said the board has improved over
the years but is still
"slow," "complace nt,"
"inefficien t," and not
making the best use of
the authority it already
has. She downplays
Wagstaff's contention
that legal and financial
constraints are the main
culprit and questions
whether board officials
"are excusing their own
inactivity."
"We have been railing about them for ineffa::.-:ncy forever," Ramsey said. "I have been at
FRED MERTZ / For The Times
CMA 20 years and I Dr. J. Alfred Rider,
can't remember when
we ever indicated that president of the Mediwe were satisfied with cal Board of California
their efficiency."
Ramsey said the board was "fairly complacent"
for years about its "inadequa te" number of
investigat ors, its "extremel y long investigat ory
cases," and the small number of temporary restraining
orders. Then it began getting "a tremendous amount
of public heat" from the Klvana case and a
critical 1989 report on doctor discipline, prepared by
the University 9f San Diego's Center for Public
.
Interest Law.
Before the publicity, "Why weren't they beating
down the governor's door and saying, 'Look, we can't
do our job and there are some pretty scary things in
our case files, and if you don't give us the money we
are going to The Los Angeles Times and say that we
cannot investigate them'?"
Other critics, such as consumer-advocate groups,
say the board spends too much time trying to
rehabilitate physicians and not enough time weeding
out bad doctors.
The practice of medicine, they argue, is a privilege
that creates responsibilities to adhere to high medical
and ethical standards, not an irrevocable right that
individuals acquire by attending medical school and
completing further medical training.
"When you've got somebody who really has lost it,
you've got to get them out of there, and that is not
happening," said Robert C. Fellmeth, the director of
the University of San Diego's Center for Public
Interest Law and the author of the critical 1989 report, ·
"Physician Discipline in California: A Code Blue
Emergency."
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Olga Bessolova, an engineer, and
Varley, an actress, came to
Natalya
The winds of change that have San Diego with Belyaeva as guests of
shaken the foundations of the Soviet Mothers Embracing Nuclear DisarUnion are beginning to fan a new ac- mament (MEND), a La Jolla-based
tivism among the superpower's peace group. While here the three
female comrades, three of whom vis- women toured a battered women's
ited San Diego last week.
a community center, a Sal"Feminism is still considered a shelter,
drug and alcohol rehaArmy
vation
rude word in the Soviet Union," said bilitation center and other sites.
Nina Belyaeva, who visited San
Diego last week. "Yet this is the real Their visit culminated in a public
ity of
force that can move perestroika (res- forum Thursday at the Univers
200.
about
by
attended
San Diego,
tructuring of Soviet society)."
Belyaeva, a law scholar and jour- "The most important discovery I
nalist, and two other women from have made ... is that we (Soviet and
Moscow were on the final leg of a American women) are very much
two-week tour of the United States. alike, although our shelves are
The three were part of a 25-woman empty and your shelves are full," a
Soviet delegation that participated in smiling Bessolova told the audience
a Soviet-American women's summit through Belyaeva, who interpreted
for her colleagues.
I
in Washington, D.C.
Discovery is the wind underneath
women's wings.
these
ff2
See Soviet on Page
Glasnost, the new freedom of expression in the Soviet Union, has
made it possible to learn new truths
about their country, and to discuss
openly its problems, said Belyaeva,
32, who is married and mother of a 6San Diego, CA
year-old son.
(San Diego Co.)
Staff Writer
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1°RIDAV, MAY 18
The U,!liverslty o!.$an Diego will host Phillip
Hunsaker, professor of management and director of_ management programs, who will present a
practical results-driven approach from his latest
book: "The Dynamic Decision Maker." Cost for
/
t~e single session is $15. For additiona u,n~
tro~II Jackie Freiberg at 260-4644. ~

A passionate and articul ate
woman, she appeared in April as a
guest on PBS-TV's "MacNeil/Lehrer
NewsHour ."
"Glasnost has allowed us the freedom to know. We were raised with
the idea that we were a superior
country. Now we start to realize how
far from the ideal the Soviet Union
is," said Belyaeva.
One of the problems beginning to
be discussed is the condition of
women, despite the negative connotation feminism carries in Soviet society, said Belyaeva.
The socialist revolution was supposed to create a society of true
equality. Instead, the totalitarianism
that resulted demanded that women
work both in the home and in the
work force.
"It's not a matter of not wanting to
have children or do housework," said
Varley, divorced mother of two teenage sons and star of more than 50
Soviet movies.
"But home work is very difficult.
So much time is spent hunting for
potatoes for the next meal," she said.
Varley works for Women for Social Regeneration, an organization
established after women became
aware for the first time, through
glasnost, that thousands in the Soviet
Union are homeless and hungry, she
said through Belyaeva. c::::c::r1"r.

•

•

•

The San Diego Union/Russ Gilbert

Natalya Varley told a San Diego audience that the women's
movement is just beginning to reach Soviet Union.

Subsistence living leaves . little
time or energy for social activism,
said Belyaeva, a researcher at the
Institute of State and Law of the
Academy of Sciences in Moscow. And
many consider the word feminism an
epithet, associated with unhappy
women who hate men, she said.
Shortages in the Soviet Union are
severe, and the country's economy is,
some experts say, on the verge of
collapse. Bessolova, an administrator at the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute, an agency she described as parallel to NASA, said she
was astonished by the United States'
superior level of technology.
"Most women come home from
work so exhausted that they don't
have the energy for clubs or
'movements,' " wrote Belyaeva in an
article handed out to those at the

USD forum. It was published in the
llarch 21 issiieof the American journal In These Times.
"So perhaps feminism is only for a
well-fed society. When the bare minimum exists at home, then people can
find time for social movements," she
wrote.
The 26 Soviet and 75 American delegates to the Washington, D.C., summit gathered to discuss their vision
of the 21st century, "from day care to
disarmament." They drafted a document to be presented to Presidents
Gorbachev and Bush when the two
leaders meet for their own summit in
June.
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By Tom Dresslar
Daily Journal Staff Reporter

SACRAMENTO - Legisla tion that
would allow non-att orneys to directly
provide legal services was unveiled Mon, day by a coalition of groups representing
', consumers, minorities and the poor.
Announcement of the measure authored by Sen. Robert Presley, D-Riverside, comes as the State Bar nears
completion of its second study of the issue. The report from an ad hoc commission appoin ted by the Board of
Governors is due in July.
The bill has a long way to go before its
possible enactment. It will be the subject
of informational hearings this fall and will
not see its first formal legislative hearing
until next year.
~ri~eg a, lobbyist for the organizatio/ u1 merly known as HALT (Help

housing, public benefits, litigation supAbolish Legal Tyrann y), now called ' port, conservatorship and guardianship,
Americans for Legal Reform, described real estate, liability, estate administrathe measure in glowing terms. At vari- tion, consum er, corporate, intellectual
ous points, he called it "revolutionary," proper ty, estate planni ng, and
"historic" and "the best bill that address- bankruptcy.
es this problem that has come around."
Vega said the measure addresses "the Must Pass Exam
crisis ... of poor people and many middle
Technicians could practice in specialclass people not being able to afford hav- ties only after passing an exam geared to
ing access to legal services." He added test their knowledge in those specific arthe bill "challenges the mystified posi- eas. They would have to re-take the
tion lawyers have in this country."
exam at least every five years.
Presley 's bill would establish a fiveOther provisi ons called "consu mer
cians
Techni
Legal
membe r Board of
on" measures by Vega would reprotecti
within the state Department of Consum- quire technicians to inform consumers
er Affairs. All people who practice as le- they are not lawyers, provide cost estigal technicians would have to be either mates for their services and enter into
licensed or registered by the board.
contracts with customers.
Under the measure, legal technicians written
is supported by Consumers
bill
The
would be able to provide direct service to Union, the National Association for the
consumers in 14 specialty areas of the
Advancement of Colored People, and the
law. They include: immigration, family,

Center for Public Interes t Law at the
University of San Diego, among other
groups.
Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center for Public Interes t Law, said of the
measure, "We have a bill here which can
be defended and is worthy of support and
serious consideration." He express ed
particular support for the specialty-specific testing provisions, which he contended require "a -level of competence
more on point" than the generalized bar
exam.
The bar Board of Governors' Committee on Public Protection in 1988 recommended allowing legal technic ians to
provide direct service s to consum ers.
The board voted to hold public hearings
on the issue, which were conducted in
1989 by the Committee on Professional
Standards.
That panel eventu ally approv ed in
principle the Public Protection Committee's finding s and recomm ended the
board end the monopoly enjoyed by its
members on the direct provision of legal
services. But the governors balked and
formed the ad hoc commi ssion to restudy the JD&tter.
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UC Spf oac h Pans NCAA's Picking
Lyl?:ltes enjoys the NCAA Division III
baseball playoff selection process about as
much as a politician behind in the polls
does a party nomination process: or how
No matter how hard he lobbied
valid his points were, Yates, the coach of
UC San Diego, felt he was doomed -prematurely at that-in a system he described
as "utterly ridiculous."
And he was, in fact, doomed. He found
out late Sunday night that UCSD had been
passed ?ver. Again.
In this case, you ~an throw out ~~e polls.
They may be the lifeblood of politics, but
not athletics. UCSD was ranked seventh
nationally in 1987 with pitchers Kyle
Abbott (first-round draft choice of the
Angels last year) and Rick Nowak (drafted by the Toronto Blue Jays). That team
stayed home at playoff time.
The problem is the West Region is
permitted just two teams. No matter how
many teams are worthy, the West gets jus_t
two of 24 playoff teams and one of six in
the Division III World Series.
This year, the Tritons were ranked No.
9. Cal State San Bernardino and Claremont, the teams that were selected, were
ranked 20th and 28th.
It doesn't seem to make sense.
Yates believes that what is important is
how a team does, not against whom it does
it. UCSD was 19-17-2, San Bernardino
25-12, Claremont 21-16. UCSD was 4-3-1
against Division I and II teams, including
two losses to San Diego State. Neither San
Bernardino nor Claremont had more than
three games against higher- division
schools.
UCSD split four games with San Bernardino and two with Claremont.
A four-member West Region committee, of which Yates is a member, chooses
two teams to recommend -to the NCAA
playoff selection committee. Last year,
UCSD was not one of the two nominated
teams, but the NCAA went against the
recommendation and chose UCSD anyway.
"In a conference call, when it came time
to discuss UCSD," Yates said, "I had to
hang up the phone. When I rejoined [the
conference call], it was 3-zip, and we were
gone."
When arguing for UCSD based on
strength of schedule, Yates said, "One of
the committee members asked, 'Well,
what kind of year is San Diego State
having anyway?' "
□

To answer that, San Diego State is 44-20
and heads into Thursday's Western Ath-

letic Conference tournament in Hawaii as
the regular-season champion with a 21-7
mark.
The Aztecs also have a IO-game win.
.
.
nmg st reak, mclu~n g back-to -back blowout weekends aga_mst WAC members Colorado State and Air Force.
SDSU capped a four-game sweep of
Colorado State-d uring which it outscored
the Rams 67 -15-wi th a 27-10 victory May
6. The Aztecs then outscored Air Force,
59-8 in four games last weekend ' includ'
.
mg a school-record 28-6 romp Sunday.
Second baseman Scott Dennison was
named the WAC player of the week for
going 13 for 24 with 10 runs scored and
seven runs batted in. Dennison, a graduate
of Valhalla High and Grossmont College,
leads SDSU with a .363 average and 73
hits.
□
It seems just about everybody is putting

out All-American teams these days.
For example, the National Strength and
Conditioning Assn. recently released its
All-American team and it included two
athletes from the Uniyersity of San D~o:
Todd Jackson, the all-time leadmg rusher
in football, and Suzanne LeSatz, women's
volleyball.
The team-th e NSCA's sixth-is selected based on community involvement, academic achievement and leadership qualities as well as strength training and
conditioning.
□

UC San Diego women's tennis team,
going for its fourth NCAA Division III title
today in Trenton, N.J., will be trying to
break its trend of winning only in odd
years. The Tri tons, the · only team with
three national championships, won in 1985,
1987 and 1989.
This year's team (16-4 and the No. 1
seed) certainly appears able.
In 18 regular-season matches, UCSD
Coach Liz LaPlant e has six players with 10
or more victories in singles.
Christine Behrens, the defending doubles champion, has a good shot at singles
and doubles titles-te aming with Susan
Carney in doubles. She is seeded No. 2 in
both.
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:Eye on East County: USD Auxiliary honors Secretary
J

~

and circumWith
stance you might expect from a eelebration in the nation's capital,
members of the University of San
Diego Auxiliary honored H. Lawrence Garrett III, the Secretary of
the Navy, at their fifth annual San
Diego Deans' Ball.
Garrett, who flew in from Washington, D.C., for the occasion, is a
graduate of the USD Law School,
class of 1972. He told members of
the audience that he wanted "to express appreciation for being recognized by the University. It is an
honor."
He added, "I was well prepared
by teachers and the university to
take the bar and I will always be
grateful for the quality education I
have received. In Washington, I
continually run into more and
more graduates of the university.
You have made a tremendous impact."

Dr. Author Hughes, president of
the university, welcomed guests
and told the Secretary of the Navy,
"I want to express our deep gratitude to you for taking time out of
your busy schedule to be with us."
To those present, Dr. Hughes
added, "Your support of this gala
event goes a long way in furthering
the university's mission to provide
our students with an educational
experience of the highest quality."
The College of Arts and Sciences,
the School of Business Administration, the School of Education, the
School of Law, and the Philip Y.
Hahn School of Nursing will all
benefit from the fund-raiser.
The military theme of the April
28 black-tie event at the Hilton
Hotel was carried out in the dining
room where the tables were decorated with banners of blue, white
and silver, and at poolside where
the flags of 50 states flanked the

----,-------.

CJ..__ _ _ ___.

IRENE O'SULLIVAN
Ea5t County People editor
area. A military band provided
backgrou nd music.
Susan Kazmerek was chairwoman of the event, and she was
aided by Rita Waters III as co-chair
and Mim Sally in charge of protocol.
Guests feasted on lobster bisque
with cognac, salad with hearts of

palm and artichoke hearts, chateaubriand with wild mushroom
sauce, accompanied by tomato provincale, fresh asparagus and wild
rice pilaf. It was all topped off with
a medley of fresh berries covered
with a chocolate chambord sauce.
Supporters included East CounJoseph
and
Annette
tians
Fritzenkotte r, Fern and Robert
Murphy, Angela Eubank, and
Roger and Rhonda Manion.
The very first "Tradition of
Caring" award that was bestowed
by the Salvation Army went to Bob
and Tommi Adelizzi recently for
their many years of service within
the San Diego community.
The award was presented by Col.
Ronald Irwin, chief secretary,
Western territory, during dinner in
the Marina Ballroom of the San

Please see EYE, Page D2
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Capt. and Mrs. McKinney Dove,
n
corp s officers from the El Cajoy,
Arm
ation
Salv
the
of
ch
bran
wer e pres ent as were William and
continued from Pag e D1
Betty Elliott, Ray mon d Kins man
iMar
and the Jam es Fetzers.
Diego Mar riott Hotel and
Among the Junior Volu ntee rs at
na.
Bob Adelizzi, chief executive of- Gro ssm ont Hospital who were
ficer of Hom eFed Bank, is a Dart- hon ored for hou rs of service durmou th College and USD School of ing the mon th of Mar ch wer e
Law grad uate . He has serv ed as Mar ie Ahe m, Chri stine Brown, Di: chai rma n of the Boa rd of Trus tees ana Casey, Lain ey Lewis and Melof Chil dren 's Hospital and Health anie Sha rp, 200 hours; Alison
Cen ter and is also on the San Di- Cone, Cha u Ngu yen and Jenn a
ego Cou nty YMCA and United Rand, 150 hour s; and Kim Bou' Way boar ds.
drea u, Jenn ifer Bryant, Jenn ifer
His wife, Tommi, is a past chair- Cox, Chry stal Diam ond, Ard en
wom an of the Cha rity Ball and the Mar ie Erwin, Rachel Gru er, JenniSt. Vincent de Paul fund-raiser. fer Nan ce, Joelle Reeder, Maggie
She is also a past pres iden t of the Shih and William Shih, 100 hour s.
Juni or League. She is a mem ber of
To contribute news to this colthe may or's Com miss ion on
e O'Sullivan,
Wom en Advisory Boa rd and sits umn, please call Iren
Editor, at
ple
e
Peo
Glob
nty
Old
Cou
the
of
East
ds
on the boar
~
Moth
er
os)
Park
442 -440 4.(i
Girl Scouts, Fran cis
ers' Club and Hall of Cha mpi ons
Auxiliary.
Dur ing the evening, the Mar ine '
Corp s Recruit Dep ot Colo r Gua rd
pres ente d the flag, ther e was a
slide pres enta tion that looked at
Salv ation Arm y prog ram s thro ugh
the eyes of a child, an annu al report was pres ente d and the 130voice San Diego Mas ter Cho rale
sang a repe rtoir e of song s that included seve ral Dar tmo uth cheers.
Clar k Anth ony, local radio and
TV pers onal ity, was mas ter of ceremonies. Mon sign or I. Brent Eagen gave the invocation.
Elsie Wes ton was chai rwo man
of the event, aide d by Mar y DeBrun ner, Peggy Elliott, Helen
McKinley, Luella Maxwell, Margaret Hilbish, San dra Pay, Mar ion
Bateson, Betty Tha rp, Alice Dutton, Chri s Fon tana , Erni e Grimm,
Elea nor White, Kath leen Bremner,
Leo nor Crai g and Dor othy Frels.
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the gou rme t feast served during
Rhonda and Rog er Manion enjoyed
San Diego Hilton on April 28.
the
at
Ball
the ':'SD Auxiliary Deans'
ring Valley School District and
She 1s a teac her with the La Mes a-Sp
ical plant.
phys
ty's
he is dire ctor of the universi
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ns' Ball, sponsored by the UnlverT~
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San Diego Auxiliary' were , from left,
e Garr ett Ill, honore gue{s ' an
Secretary of the Navy H. Lawrenc
enko tter •
Countlans Annette and Joseph Frltz
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USD Legal Researc h
Center recei!es grant

•

ALCALA PAR~}fS Siversity of San
Diego Legal Research Center campaign
recently received a $650,000 grant from the
Kresge Foundation to be used to finance a
29,000-square-foot addition to the current
law library and its remodeling.
An estimated $1.9 million more is needed
to meet the $6.1 million cost for the project

The entire project is expected to be completed in late August. The l?.uilding will accommodate the needs of students and faculty
and is expected to become a research and
resource center for San Diego's legal community.
The Kresge Foundation, based in Detroit,
Mich., awards money to non-profit institutions for construction, renovation, major
capital equipment purchases and real estate
acquisitions.

- Compiled by Maureen Polimadei
~
from submitted information
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/ 2ob Hope and wife Delores will
eac h rec ei·ve a doctor of humane
h
· t ef comthe
letters from USD duri~g
mencement ceremonies ? .
.
sch oo1sof Business Admmistration Education, Nursing Sciences
and 'the College of Arts & Sciences.
M Hope turns 87 on May 2:,)-wo
d:;s after the ceremony. ;).'/?
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~ n W. Fulbright, who j, ned Kau'rrn'Jr?and

-

l

•

Broad of\San Diego a year agcfaj'd-:fettor of forward planning, has been named a vice president of
the firm.
The Indiana native
holds a 1974 bachelor's· degree in history
and a 1978 master 's
degree in fiance and
accounting from Indiana University, and a
1988 juris doctor
degree from- Uttiwrsity of San Diego. He
real
also holds
estate broker's license
and a general contractor's license. veteran
A 13-year
in real estate, Fulbright worked for
leading developm ent
firms in Indiana and
San Diego and owned
his own developm ent
and property-manageJOHN FULBRIGHT
m en t company from
1980 to 1984 in Bloomington.
An Oceanside resident, he is a member of the
board of arbitrators of the American -Arbitratio n
Associatio n· and a director of the Oceanside Economic Development Council and the Boys and Girls
Club of Oceanside. He also is active in the Building
--Industry Association. '
.
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Of all the Republican candidates to oust Rep.
Jim Bates, former Ambassador Joseph Ghougassian, who recently met the Star-News editorial
board has perhaps the most striking and intellectually formidable resume ever seen in the 44th
Congressional District.
Born in Cairo, Egypt of Armenian ancestry,
Ghougassian holds bachelors and masters degree
in philosophy from Gregorian University in Rome
: and a Ph.D. in the subject from Louvain Universi: ty in Belgium. He speaks five foreign languages:
: Armenian, Arabic, Spanish, Italian and French.
' In 1966, Ghougassian was invited to Harvard
; University to study with Professor Gordon All: port. Later that same year, the 22-year-old Ghou. gassian joined the faculty at the UniYersity of San
: D ~ s the author of Kahlil Gibran: Wmgs of
: Thought, and Toward Women.
joined the Reagan Administration in 1981,
: and was appointed by Reagan in 1985 as ambas: sador to the Middle Eastern nation of Qatar.
' Two of Ghougassian's major issues are drug
: prevention and control ofthe border. What's
: needed, he said, is beefed-up Border Patrol forces
C:::.C:,Y"l+'•
: along the local border.

; He

•

•

Brad
FIKES
South Bay Politics

c:::.c::>m-.

: Ghougassian is against using the mi1itary for
: patrolling the border, both because the armed for: ces have other duties and- because it would be cul; Jural1y insensitive. Instead, the military should
: ptay a supporting role in survei11ance, for exam: ple. In addition, he recommends placing a barrier
: to illega1ly crossing vehicles at the border, and
. forming one intragovernmental agency to coor; dinate federal anti-drug smuggling efforts and
: prevent turf wars.
. Local support for Ghougassian includes an en: dorsement by the Chula Vista Police Officers' As: socation. It does not include the conservative Ca' Jifornia Republican Assembly, whom Ghougas: sian denounced for not endorsing Pete Wilson for
: governor because of his pro-abortion rights
: stance. Al though anti-abortion, Ghougassian said
· the GOP should not have a ''litmus test."

•

•

Youngkin: a choice, not an echo
One to whom abortion is a crucial issue is Con; nie Youngkin, 76th District Republican primary
; candidate against freshman Assemblywoman
: Tricia Hunter. They are both registered nurses
and women, but there, says Youngkin, "the simi,
larity ends."
Hunter supports abortion rights; Youngkin is a
member of the mi1itant1y anti-abortion Operation
Rescue, and a bdrn-again Christian who espouses
support of"traditiona] family values," such as opposition to pornography, equal protection Jaws for
gays and school health clinics.
She is perhaps the only candidate whose position paper includes a section labeled "Arrest Record," citing her 40 days in jail for blockading a
clinic where abortions are performed, likening
this protest to other American protests such as
the Boston Tea Party.

However, Youngkin said in an editorial board
interview that her political beliefs extend far
beyond those areas: "I am not just an antiabortion candidate."
She favors:
• Privatization of many government services,
including prisons .
•Tuition tax credits for parents who want to
send children to private schools.
• Mandatory standardized student achievement
tests.
• Use of the military to intercept drug smugglers.
•"Quality development" that preserves open
spac~s. She is a member of a conservation group
~ghtmg to preserve the 400-acre Big Sky Ranch
mPoway.

The greening of Tricia Hunter
Hunter, of Bonita, was interviewed by the Star•
News editorial board later the same day as
Youngkin. The registered nurse shrugged off the
latter's attacks by pointing to her record as a lifelong Republican who has worked in many Republican campaigns.
Hunter said she does not personally favor abortion but believes women should have to right to
make their own choice.
Her dual duties as Assemblywoman and candidate clearly take their to11; one of her first words
upon arriving from Sacramento was a request for
coffe~. But Hunter said she is nonetheless happy
to be m the Assembly, where she received a
coveted assignment to its health committee.
"Health care is the issue of the '90s "Hunter
said, adding that her expertise as a n~rse administrator gives the Assembly a badly needed perspective in the field.
It's true, she said, that Assembly Speaker Willie Brown cracks the whip in that chamber. "He's
sharp- very sharp," Hunter said, citing the frustration ofbeing a Republican in a Democratcontrolled body.
Hunter said she is is constantly in motion getting acquainted with her district, which stretches
from Riverside to eastern Chula Vista.
"The South Bay is a tough nut to crack "Hunter
said, because few people in eastern Chui~ Vista or
Bonita know she is their Assembly representative. Nevertheless, Hunter vowed to con, centrate more attention here to overcome that
lack ofrecognition.
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Krallman'."'8wyer
Diane Sawyer and Stephen Krallman were married March 24 at
Founders Chapel at the University
of San Diego. The bride, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. John Sawyer of
Lompoc, has a degree from the
U~tiy o_!_ San Diego. She is a
researcnpsychologist for the Navy
Personnel Research and Development Center. The bridegroom, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Krallman
of Hacienda Heights, also has a degree from the University of San
Diego. He is an accountant for Deloitte and ouche .

•

Greene-Armist

.zrss

Gail Armlst and Stanton . "Buddy"
Greene II were married April 8 at
the Hotel del Coronado. The bride,
daughter of Juliet Armist of San
Diego and the late Charles Armist,
attends the University of San Diego
School of Law. The bridegroom,
son of Stanton and Beverlee
Greene of Palm Springs, graduated
from San Diego State University. He
is a loan officer for Fallbrook Mortgage.
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Black college men tell of
longer road. they walk
the :;?.0/~
They contend with an extra portion of stress
that not even black women face, they say
By Sharon F. Griffin
Staff Writer

raduating seniors Lloyd Collins of
San Diego State University and
Randall N. Curry of the
Universiti;: of San Diego belong to a
distinguis ed class ~ithin the Class of
1990.
Collins and Curry are black men who
are graduating from college and that
makes them relatively rare:
• At SDSU, 40,208 undergraduate
degrees were granted to students from
1980-81 to 1988-89. Black males received
320, or 0.8 percent.
• At UCSD, a total of 6,724 degrees
were granted during the three years 198687 to 1988-89. Black males earned 47.
• At USD, 3,560 undergraduate and
graduate degrees were awarded during
the years 1985 to 1989. Black males walked
away with 24.
While recently released federal

G

statistics show that black enrollment in
colleges and universities is rising after a
long downward trend, black males still
have a long road to travel.
To begin with, more black youths must
graduate from high school and with an
acceptable level of college preparation.
However, the dropout rate among blacks
is significant - 30 percent in San Diego
city schools.
The black males who do graduate from
high school often are grossly ill-prepared
for the academic rigors of college. Others
simply lack motivation.
Lloyd G. Cato, a SDSU graduate who
tutors grade-school children, believes
teachers play a role.
"If kids do not have a connection with
their teacher, they will not learn, and that
happens with a lot with black males," Cato
said. "They don't have any connection, so

•

c:~~

~lac~ men: Extra stresses
can make college life trying
n d-->
~VfJf
they start to _hate education."
Cutbacks in st~dent loans and
1
grants, and a feeling among some
black men that a ~egree no longer
guarantees a good Job are additional
reasons why some do not seek de·
grees.
• Crime is another factor.
, The ralifornia Achievement Coun,dl has offered a sobering statistic
!which says a black male child born
i~ California in 1988 is three times as
jikel! to be murdered as he is to be
;admitted to the University of Cali'fornia.
1 Another statistic: Black males
lmake up 6 ~rcent of the country's
{0tal populatiOlJ and on!y 3.5 percent
,of the. college population. But they
comprise 46 percent of the state and
,federal prison populations.
I The ~lack m~n ~ho do seek higher
:e~ucation say it is not easy to sur,vive to graduation.
• They lament that in addition to or1
dmary academic pressures, they
must deal with social stresses that
don't affect other students - not
,
even black ~om~n:
In an April edition of USD's campus newspaper, Curry described his
'f~ur_ years at the university as en;richmg, although not always enjoyable.
The editorial, titled "Being Black
at USD," ~ave readers a sense of the
exasperat~on and frustration Curry
has experienced - as when college
peers have wrongly assumed that he
is ~ basketball player.
To be a black person at this
school must I play a sport?" Curry, a
22-year-old communications major
from Palo Alto, asked in the editorial.
Ed Tayl?r, an adviser _to the black
student umon at USD, said black stude~ts ofte~ _find themselves in the
pai~ful position of trying to prove to
their pe~rs ~hat they have earned the
academic right to attend college and
are not "an affirmative actioIJ case.''

pontinued from A-1

•

•

. semester I ~as
"The image so many people con- . "I saw .~t the fir~t
jure up when they think of black here and Ive seen_ it every ye_ar s~nce
males is of them having gotten here . : . a black male sllh~uette ":~th ht~le
on an athletic scholarship and having b~y dreadlocks on his head, Collins
.
.
not really earned their way here aca- sa!~· ,
demically," said Taylor, who is exec- , Thats the ~ost ~emeamng thing
utive director of USD's American Ive ever seen. I 11 think about that 10
years from now."
Humanics Program.
Collins is critical of SDSU and
"That's a myth because our athletes black and white are intelli- other predominantly white colleges
gent' attend classes and' are achieve- for aggressively recruiting blacks
but then doing little else to make
ment-oriented."
Taylor added that the college ex- th?,m feel ge~uin~ly welcome.
Once you re in here, they throw
perience is significantly more into the wolves. What they don't
you
tense for the black student because
"they tend to be more visible than understand is that black students are
not white students with color. Black
most other students ,,
"When you're on~ campus that is students have different needs and de80 or 90 percent white, you tend to sires.
"The university puts very little
stand out and things that you do tend
into things that affirm our culture. I
to be generalized."
Curry, who is considering joining see plenty of lectures concerning Euthe Army to become a helicopter rope and the development of Western
pilot, knows the sting of generaliza- civilization, but we have to beg,
scream, fight and kick to get a few
tions.
In the April editorial, he also said: dollars for African History Month."
Collins maintains that a strong
" ... Please understand that it is not
fair or intelligent to label a whole commitment to a more diverse facrace because one or two people of ulty and a more diverse curriculum
that particular race didn't treat you would make the university experience survivable for black students
the way you wanted to be treated."
Some black males learn to cope and other ethnic minorities.
"There's nothing here to affirm
and others don't.
I am," said Collins. "And then,to
who
USD
Rameon Witt, an 18-year-old
freshman who graduated from a conSta ntly be asked, 'Why do we need
Catholic high school in Burbank is a black student union?'"
Critics argue that there is no white
considering transferring to How~rd
However, Collins said, "I
equivalent.
black
predominantly
a
University,
college in Washington, D.C., after always reply, 'There is a white student union: San Diego State
completing his sophomore year.
University.'"
It is not a question of academics.
Steve Tadlock, an administrator at
Instead, Witt said, it's the intangibles - the slights, glares, statements Ci~y College, _believes the feeling of
and questions that Witt perceives as bemg an outsider serves to drive out
many blacks, especially males, from
offensive and insensitive.
Collins, 24, said his sensibilities the educational ranks.
"With brothers, they can have one
have certainly been tested throughbad educational experience and say
out his fours years at SDSU.
As one example, he said each year 'Forget it,' give up and walk away'
'
he must "stomach" a campus poster which isn't good," Tadlock said.
"We're more sensitive because of
advertising a predominantly white
fraternity's slave auction.

•

•
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Randall N. Curry, left, and Rameon Witt are Curry is graduating this year; Witt may transstudents at the University of San Diego. fer to a predominantly black college.
"When it comes to asking for help, Southeast San Diego, the 563 blacks
our environment and social situation
brothers have this pride thing be- enrolled there account for 50 percent
in this country."
Cato, who is executive vice presi- cause they know people have stereo- of the student population.
Gallegos also noted that females
dent of Associated Students at SDSU, typed them. Sometimes they'll say,
males on the ECC camoutnumber
do
I'll
help.
for
ask
to
going
not
'I'm
are
males
black
that
believes
pus by more than two to one.
perceived as a threat and treated ac- it myself.'
USD's Ed Taylor said black males
Tadlock said black males are most
cordingly.
and want solid support systems,
need
camcollege
community
on
visible
look
college,
"Teachers, K through
at .us as a threat, whether physical or puses, partly because the schools just as other students do. However,
intellectual," said Cato, who graduat- offer "a little more nurturing and they are less apt to find them.
"They want people who undered last year with a business degree confidence-building."
them, people who they can talk
stand
of
number
the
of
breakdown
A
·
T
successful
a
in
and is a partner
black males enrolled at area com- to about their academic difficulties.
shirt business with Collins.
Tadlock agrees that "intimidation" munity colleges was not readily They need to look into the eyes of
is an issue that may account for the available. Area-wide, however, someone who might be a mentor for
disparity between the numbers of blacks make up 9.2 percent of the them, somebody who demonstrates
black males and females on college student population, which currently that, yes, they can make it through
college."
stands at 52,304.
campuses.
Tadlock agrees and also realizes
black
higher
have
campuses
Some
a
help
to
"People are more willing
black female if she runs into a prob- enrollments than others: The black that black male professors who could
lem because the intimidation factor student population at City College, serve as mentors are few.
is not there," said Tadlock, who is the for example, is 16.5 percent, accord"We're telling them that education
assistant director and a counselor in ing to Augie Gallegos, director of inis key to helping them turn their
the
the office of the Extended Opportuni- structional and student services for
around and that through educalives
At
District.
College
ties Program and Services at City the Community
can tear down barriers.
you
tion
in
Complex
Cultural
Educational
· the
College.

~1-
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Black males "want
people who
understand them,
people who they can
talk to about their
academic difficulties.
They need to look into
the eyes of someone
who might be a
mentor for them,
somebody who
demonstrates that, yes,
they can make it
through college."
Ed Taylor
.

The San Diego Union/Howard Lipin

Uoy~ Collins, who will graduate from SDSU cr't' .
~eree-1
doml mantly white colleges for doing little to ,r;ak~
we come on campus.
"The system-is constructed in such
"But sometimes students wiITTook a way that certain individuals can't
and say, "Well, hey, if all these barri- relate to the environment and, if you
ers. are being torn down through edu- can't relate, you're naturally going to
cation, then why aren't there people · drop out," he said.
who look like me?"
Reports that paint a bleak picture
Collins found mentors in the Afro- of the status of black males weigh
American Studies Department at heavy on the minds of those who
SDSU.
have a chance to beat the odds.
"If not for the professors in that
"I'm constantly hearing statistics
department, I don't think I would about 609,000 black men in jails and
~ave made it. Mentorship is critical, hearing about us being an endanm terms of your success."
gered species . . . not only from my
. Michael Richardson, a UCSD sen- family but from my church, black
ior and graduate of Morse High faculty at the university and individSchool, found support from members uals in support groups such as the
of a black fraternity, from faculty Afrikan Student Union," Collins said.
members who teach black studies
"They all let you know that you're
and from the Black Student Union of the exception and not the rule right
'
which he is president.
now, so therefore you have an obliga"If you know your history, if you
ha~e something to live for, to have
pride and dignity in ... I feel it would
play a part in helping black males go
to college and stay in college."
~ich~r~on further suggested that
universities bus inner-city students
and their parents to campuses, so
they can get the flavor of college life
and its challenges.

Black student union adviser

~~~~:s

tion to succeed for all of those who
have not made it."
Collins added: "I feel like there's a
lot of pressure on me to succeed· and
sometimes I feel like there's so much
pressure that if I make a big mistake
that I'm going to be looked at as 'Oh,
no. Another casualty.'" ,
Cato said he is neither ashamed
nor does he feel pressured by such
figures. Instead, they are a constant
reminder that there's work to be
done.
"I don't feel pressured to s~1cceed
because I know I will. But I feel !i.ke
something is wrong and I have to do
something to correct it. A lot of the
brothers are intelligent. They are not
innately criminal."
Throughout his four years at USD,
during the good and bad times, Curry
said he has held tight to his father's
wisdom: "Be yourself, and know
. what's right from wrong.''
"I feel privileged to be a black
male graduating from college."
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, ,SD: "Yugi, Toys and Paintings

fromthe Children of Japan," paintings by children ages 4 to 14,
through May 31 in Founder's Gallery. Monday through Friday, noon
to5p.m.
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i:i§...D graduates its largest class of law students

grees.
USD also awarded honorary degrees to two part-time law professors: William W. Wirtz, secretary of
9
The graduates included 335 stu- labor for the Kennedy and Johnson
dents who received juris doctor de- · administrations; and Homer Kripke,
grees; 25 who received master of a former assistant solicitor for the
comparative law degrees; and 10 Securities and Exchange Commiswho received master of laws de- sion.

The University of San Diego yesterday graduated its largest class of
c:< ,.5!5'
law students.
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- Caroly n Witt, a certifie d public
account ant with Grice, Lund,. ~nd Tarkington in Encinitas, and 1:atnc1a Bums
managing partner in San Diego Commercial Finance. Appointed by ~•Conn or to
the newly formed Transpo rtation Demand
Manage ment Appeals _Board are ~11:lter
Conwel l Jr., an architec t and pnnc1pal

member of the Board of Directo rs for
Conwell Marshall and Associates; Michael
Strode, who works for California Structures; Linda Bartholomew, project manFlores
Glaser
ager and community relations director at
H.G. Fenton Material Co.; Thomas Behr,
Doris Glaser, execsenior attorney at Solar Turbines Inc.;
utive assistant at the
Kathleen Lehtola , principa l solid waste
San Diego Conven program manager for San Diego County;
. tion Center Corp.
Carolyn Mueller, an executive recruiter;
.a nd a 20-year veteran
and Ruth Fritsch, assistant city attorney
of the conven tion
for the city of Chula Vista. New appointcenter industry , has
ees to the city's 15-member International
been awarde d the
Affairs Board are Mike Grisdale, a San
Tribute to Women in
Diego businessman who has been iqvolved
Howard
Indust ry (TWIN )
with a number of international activities;
award. Kip Howard, president of Allegis Yolanda Walther-Meade, originally from
Development Services Inc., will serve as Mex1cah and a trustee with the Mexico
this year's Overachiever Luncheo n and Founda tion and Caridad Internat ional;
Greater San Diego Business Hall of Fame James Murray, president of the Timbersponsored by Junior Achievement of San ock Co.; and Mary Ann Salaber, director
Diego County to be held on June 8. Mem- of career planning and placement at the
bers of the planning committee include Uni~ersity of Sal!J)iego School ~f.Law.
Graham Milner, vice president of PhillipsRamsey; Barbara Nagle, of Nagle Marketing; and John McDoug all, president of
Junior Achiev ement of San Diego
County. Volunteers of America, Southwest Corpora tion, has named Roxanne
Flores as 1989 employ ee of the year.
Flores is vice presiden t of finance for
Southwest Corp. Jill Workman, executive
director of the United States Racque t
Stringers Association in Del Mar, is the
recent recipient of the Ferris State University ''-Professi onal Tennis Manage ment
Industr y Person of the Year" award.
Mayor Maure en O'Con nor has
announced two appointments to the ninemember Small Business Advisory Board
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/ 4 'iversity of San Die o
- Urfderg racT'u ate
will
comme ncemen t cerem ·
be held at 10:30 a.m. (graduates)
and 2:30 p.m (underg raduate s) on
Sunday , May 27, at Cunnin gham
Stadium. For more information,

•

The annual sports banque t will
be held on Tuesda y, May 29, at 6
p.m. in the Hahn University Center. There is a fee to· attend and the
proceed s benefit USO athletics.
For more information, call 2604588. (car)
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/ 2r. Benjamin Bloom, : 'major
force in Americ an educati on whose
researc h on early childhood education has proved a catalys t for programs worldwide and whose interest in minorit y childre n was instrume ntal in creatin g the nationa l
Head Start program , will receive
an honorar y 'degree Sunday from
ing comme ncemen t for
~
some 165 gradua te student s at
Torero Stadium . Bloom is a professor emeritu s at the Univer sity of
Chicago and a professor of edjleation at Northw estern.

* * ,.
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ALC ALA PARK - Fame d come dian
Bob Mgpe al¥! bis wife, Dolores will be
honored by the University of San f>iego at
its undergraduate crnmneueemenrceremony
Torero
at 2:30 p.m. May 27 at the @
um.
Stadi
The Hopes will each receive an honorary
Doctor of Hwna ne Letters degree and some
750 students will receive bache lor's degrees
before an estimated crowd of 8,000.
The hono r will coincide with the Hope s'
birthdays. Dolores Hope will celebrate her
81st birthday on May 27 and her well-known
comedian husband will tum 87 May 29.
They are scheduled to participate in the
processional along with USO trustees, faculty, administrators and the graduating class.
Due to his recovery from recent surgeries,
Bishop Leo T. Mahe r will not be conferring
degrees. USO President Author Hughes and
Dan Derbes, vice chair of the USO Board of
Trustees, will present the degrees.

Emil ie "Bon nie" Rose, a 36-year-old
nursing student, will be the valedictorian.
Rose, a Navy lieutenant commander, is the
first School of Nursing student to be named ·
valedictorian.
The graduate commencement exercises
will be held at 10:30 a.m. May 27 at the
stadium. Some 165 students from the arts
and sciences, business, education and nursing schools will receive degrees. Honorary
degree recipient will be Benjamin Bloom,
Ph.D., author and educator.
The University of San Diego School of
Law held its commencement ceremony May
19, also at USO Stadiwn, conferring some
385 stude nts with juris docto r degrees,
master of laws in taxation, master of laws
and master of comparative law degrees.
Honorary degree recipients were Homer
Kripke, former assistant solicitor for the
Securities and Exchange Commission and
professor oflaw at USO, and William Wirtz,
USO law professor and secretary oflab or for
the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
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Pro game 1s next
for NCAA's best
But not USD's
Noriega,·who
routs frrst foe
By Jerry Magee

•

•

Staff Writer

INDIAN WELLS - Game, set, and
college tennis career. Thank you, ball
boys and classroom instructors. And
which way to Wimbledon?
The question is said to be on 64
minds here this week. It is not a coincidence that when the individual
phase of the NCAA men's tennis
championships began yesterday,
there were 64 players in the singles
draw.
"Remember, we've got the top 64
guys here," said Tommy Tucker'.
"Anybody who thinks he can be one
of the top 64 thinks he can play pro."
Tucker is the longtime director of
tennis at Mission Hills Country Club
just down the road from Hyatt Grand
Champions, site of the NCAA event
and has coached several of the play~
ers in this field. To him, there isn't a
singles player around who isn't itching to sooner or later play for money.
Professional tennis, however, is
becoming an increasingly difficult
means of making a living, according
to Tucker.
"It's not like it was five years
ago," Tucker said. "It's harder.
There's a lot more money, and the
guys who are out there are working
harder to keep their ranking."
In this environment, only the
uniquely gifted among the young
players - a Michael Chang, to name
one - can su ceed.

"Michael Chang is a phenomenon,"
Tucker said. "A guy like him comes
along only once every five years - a
guy who has both the head for it and
the tools you need."
In the NCAA tournament, to Tucker and other tennis buffs questioned ·
here this week, there are _six players
whose stroke repertoire and emotional stability recommend their
likely professional success. Among
them is .~ose Luis Noriega, the
~o. 3 seed, who moved through the
first round yesterday with a 6-2, 6-2
conquest of Dave Hopper of South
Carolina.
Noriega would seem nicely placed.
They're using the slow Penn ball.
That suits him, he said. Next, he opposes Tennessee's Doug Flach, a 7-6
(7-3), 7-6 (7-3) winner yesterday over
Gilles Ameline of Wake Forest.
If Flach isn't the weariest individual in the tournament, he'll do until
someone more spent shows up. In the
last five days, Flach, brother of U.S.
Davis Cup player Ken Flach, has
played four three-set matches and
the double-tiebreaker ordeal he experienced yesterday.
"I'm beat," Flach admitted. "I've
go~ blisters on both feet, a sore quadriceps, my right shoulder is killing
me, and my lower back hurts - and
I wasn't in the best shape of my life,
anyway."
For all that, Flach said he is eager
to trade strokes with Noriega. "He
told one of our players, Fabio Silberberg, that I stink, so I want to beat
his butt," said Flach.
)\"hat is most in Noriega's favor is
that he and USD coach Ed Collins
agree that he'satlJi'e top of his game.

•
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•
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No one could question his serve.
He easily put away Hopper, who
of•
he has a particularly robust secand
And
net
the
to
. made few forays
serve.
ond
little
him
gave
that
game
a
fered
Palmer, like his teammate, won
chance against Noriega's baseline
all sorts of honors as a junior player.
accuracy.
like Stark, he is a tall serve-andthe
And
of
one
is
e,
Noriega, a sophomor
volleyer.
coolest heads in the place.
The fourth-seeded Black, although
"He can win this thing," predicted
the
he was upset yesterday by an unseedJoe Lynch, media coordinator for
Assodefending champion, Donnie
ed
Coaches
Tennis
giate
Intercolle
ciation. "Noriega is smart. I've never Leaycraft of LSU, 6-3, 3-6, 6-1, is
termed "a rock" by Tucker.
seen him get upset."
T~SD's ;~~a~tage, Noriega also
Bryan is a youngster from Katy,
rn pro in the next Texas, who last summer reached the
isn't p annm
· minute or two, persons close to him main draw of the U.S. Open, losing to
say, for the best of reasons: He two-time NCAA champion Mikael
doesn't need the money. His family in Pernfors in five sets.
Lima, Peru, is one of substance.
Parker is another tall player. He
Eventually, Noriega will match his has gone 21-9 against players in the
game against pros. Some say he NCAA singles field, with victories
lacks the one big weapon, the big over Bryan and Stark - and a loss to
serve or the big forehand, to make an Noriega.
impression as a pro.
Two San Diego State players,
"But I think he has the ability to meantime, were among yesterday's
rank among the top 30 players in the losers. Australian Mark Jeffrey of
world," Tucker argued.
Mississippi State stopped Ricardo
As pros-in-waiting, Tucker also Herrera 6-3, 6-2 and Steve Herdoiza
groups two Stanford freshmen, of Northwestern ousted Tole MarinJonathan Stark and Jared Palmer; kovic 7-5, 7-5.
USC's Byron Black, a native of ZimOnce Australia's No. 2 junior, Jefbabwe who slugs the ball with two
had to mount some of his best
frey
backand
hands on both the forehand
against Herrera, a Mexico
tennis
hand; Steve Bryan of Texas; and Al
native.
City
Parker of Georgia.
"But after I got a break in the sev"They're pros now, in my opinion,''
game of the first set, it sort of
enth
to
enough
good
Tucker said. "They're
ed," Jeffrey said. "This defsteamroll
compete; they've all won matches in
one of my best matches."
was
initely
open competitions."
As· a reward, Jeffrey today faces
Stark is a rangy former all-state . the No. 1 seed, Todd M~rtin of
high school basketball player in Ore- Northwestern.
gon. He hasn't appeared particularly
Marinkovic broke Herdoiza's serve
quick this week, perhaps because he in the first and third games of the
isn't as well-conditioned as he might first set and led, 3-0, but couldn't sobe after missing two months because lidify his advantage.
~
of a stress fracture in a foot. USD's
Collins also questions his touch.
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/Experts say windfall
froiir.America's Cup ·
will be $911 million
By R.B. Brenner
Staff Writer

•

A team of University of San Diego
economists yesterday predicted that
the county will realize a $911 million
windfall by hosting the America's
Cup yacht races in 1992.
In a study done for the America's
Cup Organizing Committee, fi,Ye USO
proieiisocs paint Lmore conservative
picture when compared to a 1987
study, which estimated the event's
potential economic impact at $1.2
billion.
CIC Research, a San Diego-based
firm, prepared the 1987 study.
Dirk Yandell, associate professor
USO, said the new
of economics
projection totas $289 million less
than the first one because of two primary factors:
• The 1987 study assumed that
millions of dollars in public funds
would be spent to build new marina
facilities for the races, while the current strategy is for the U.S. and foreign yachting teams to rent space in
existing San Diego boat yards.
• The USO economists were more
conservative - by about $80 million
- in their estimates of how much
money visitors will spend while in
town for the races, which will be
sailed off Point Loma.
The championship round of the
America's Cup defense is scheduled
·for May 1992, with challenger and defender trials starting in January of
that year. Many of the international
competitors will start setting up
shop in San Diego later this year to
prepare for the regatta.
The USO study predicts that the
America's Cup competitors, specta-

!fs

•

tors and media will spend $405 million in San Diego County. ·
"This consists of approximately
$275 million in visitor spending, $80 ~
million by race syndicates, $40 million for boat excursions, galas and '
parties, and $10 million in direct con- ·
struction spending," the report says.
In addition, the event will generate
$506 million in "induced spending,"

which takes into account the money ,
San Diego businesses and workers :
are likely to spend because they will
be enriched by the visitor spending,
the study says.
According to the study, the city of
San Diego can expect to receive,
about $11 million in sales tax andhotel room-tax revenue from the
1992 America's Cup, while California
may receive as much as $21 million ,
in state sales tax revenue.
Tom Ehman, general manager of
the San Diego America's Cup Organizing Committee, said his organization provided $10,000 to help finance
the USO study.
Ehman said the new projections
were conservative. "I wanted a bulletproof economic study that nobody
could point a finger at and say, 'This
was blown out of proportion,' " he
said.
Next Tuesday, Malin Burnham,
president of the America's Cup Organizing Committee, will go before
the Port Commission to seek financial support for the 1992 races .
Burnham told commissioners earlier this month that it will take a
public-private partnership to raise
$20 million needed to stage the int~
:
/
national yachting event.
/
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/America's Cup~h~ holds economic windfall
~

· Associated Press
- ><=·:.....___ _
- - - - - - -- "'-~
SAN DIEGO - The 1992 America's Cup, which will be sailed off
Point Loma, is expecte d to bring
more than $900 million into San
Diego County, accordin g to a recent study.
America 's Cup . competi tors,
spectato rs and media will spend
$405 million in the county, according to a study conduct ed by a
group of econom ists from the University of San Diego.
"This consists of approxi mately
$275 million in visitor spendin g,
$80 million by race syndicat es, $40
million for boat excursio ns, galas
and parties. and $10 million in direct construc tion spendin g," according to the study done for the
America 's Cup Organiz ing Committee.

eve~t wil_l generIn addition ,
ate ~506 m1l!1on m "_mduced
spendm g," which takes mto account the money San Diego businesses and workers are likely to
spend because_ !hey will _be ennched by the v1s1tor spendm g, the
study says.
In all, the county stands to realize a $911 million windfall by hosting the yacht races, the study says.
The new figure is conserv ative
when compare d to -a 1987 study
prepare d by San Diego-b ased CIC
Researc h, which estimate d the
event's potentia l econom ic impact
at $1.2 billion.
Dirk Yandell , associat e professor of econom ics aLUSD, said the
new projecti on is l o ~ n the
predicti on in the 1987 survey because the earlier study assumed
that millions of dollars in public
funds would be spent to build new

marina facilities _for the races. The
curr~nt strategy 1s for the U.S. and
foreign yachtmg teams to rent
space in existing San Diego boatyards.
The USD ec~nom ists also were
m?r_e cons_ervah_v e-: by about $80
million - m the1_r ~shmat~ s of how
much money v1s1tors will spend
while in town for the races, .
The champio nship round of the
America 's Cup defense is scheduled for May 1992, with challeng er
and defende r trials starting in January of that year. Many of the internatio nal competi tors will start
setting up shop in San Diego later
this year to prepare for the regatta.
Accordi ng to the study, the city
of San Diego can expect to receive
about $11 million in sales tax and
hotel room-ta x revenue from the
1992 America 's Cup, while California may receive as m

million in state sales tax revenue .
Tom Ehman, general manage r
of the San Diego America 's Cup
Organiz ing Commit tee, said his organizati on provide d $10,000 to
help finance the USD study.
Ehman said the new projecti ons .
were conserv ative.
"
I . wanted a bulletpr oof econo!'mc ~tudy that nobo?y .could
pomt a fmg~r a t and _say;,,Try1s ~as
blown out of proport1~n, he said.
N~xt Tuesday , Mal~n ~urnham ,
pre~i~en t of the J\menca _ s Cup Orgamzmg Committee_, "'."111 go bef~re t~e Port Comm1ss1on to seek
fmancia l support for the 1992 races.
Burnham told commis sioners
earlier this month that it will take
a public-p rivate partners hip to
raise $20 million needed to tage
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$911 million economic gain
for~c~ t in USD Cup study
By Richai tspaulding

•

Tribune Financial Writer

The series of America's Cup events
beginning May 1991 and ending with
the yacht race finals in May 1992 are
expected to generate $911 million for
San Diego, according to a so-called
"bulletproof' economic study by the
Unive · f San Diego.
e study for e America's Cup
Organizing Committee by five USO
professors estimates that $405 million will be spent directly in the
county, mostly in the city of San
Diego.
An additional $506 million is expected to come from induced spending, or $1.25 for every direct $1 spent
on the event, partfcularly through
the creation of new jobs and wages.
Thomas F. Ehman Jr., executive

vice president and general manager
of the America's Cup Organizing
Committee, called the study "thorough and conservative."
Nobody can look at it and say "this
is blown out of proportion," he said.
"It's bulletproof."
This study, begun six weeks ago, is
approximately $289 million less that
the benefits predicted by a similarly
aimed study in 1987.
The major difference, according
Dirk Yandell, associate professor of
economics, is that the USO study
does not have any provision for construction of waterfront facilities for
the various racing syndicates expected to compete.
Ehman said a lack of time was the
factor in excluding any \>rovision for
Please see STUDY: AA-~ Col 4

~~-
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•
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STUDY: Forecasts economic impact
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construction waterfront facilities.
Each of the 15 syndicates that
have already announced they will
.compete and any others that may an,nounce will be left to their own devices as to securing waterfront facilities, he said.
Those syndicates alone, the USD
study estimates, may spend as much
· at $80 million.
Another factor in the small estimate in USD's economic study, Yandell said, was that the group assumed there would be fewer visitors
overall.
San Diego will be the major benefactor of the series of nautical

events.
In direct and induced spending, the
study anticipates the city will gain
about $756 million, or 83 percent of
the entire total generated.
The South Bay area, including
Chula Vista, National City, Imperial
Beach and Coronado, are expected to
gain $86.2 million, or 9.5 percent of
the total.
The East County, North County
and unincorporated areas can plan
on sharing the remainder.
The state and the City of San Diego
will also be the main beneficiaries of
anticipated tax revenues from sales
and transient occupancy.

San Diego could-get more than $7
million from the transient occupancy
tax paid on hotel and motel rooms
with another $350,000 going to other
·
areas in the county.
The state is projected to gain nearly $21 million in sales tax revenues,
or 69 percent of the total. The City of
San Diego can expect nearly 12 percent, or $3.5 million.
The San Diego Port Authority is
also expected to gain more then $$
million from the series of yachting
events through the rental of boatyard
facilities and percentage of increased revenue made by other
tenants.
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A well-schooled
Norieg~t;i~Nor~!!'!~!... .
~ Cf '-"\

Judged DePa~mer. "The effortless
w~y h~ plays 1s going to help him in
this climate. He just sort of floats
en he was
INDIAN WELLS around the court."
introduced before his second-round
He could have to play twice today,
match yesterday in the NCAA indithe quarterfinals are schedbecause
Jose
championships,
tennis
vidual
uled to follow the round of 16. TernLuis Noriega was identified as a San
peratures yesterday ranged from 85
Diego State player.
t~ 93, and the National Weather SerFault. Noriega is from the Univervice forecasts even warmer weather
sity of San Diego, where he llpparently has learned a thing or two about today. Advantage, Noriega.
Th~ USD sophomore is smooth and
concentration.
but his first assignment
collec~ed,
misidentified
Having his school
didn't cause him to bat an eye. He today is a stern one. He opposes one
proceeded to dismiss Doug Flach of of the tournament's bombers, Mike
Tennessee 6-4, 6-2 and gain the round Br~wn Arkansas, a Sebring, Fla.,
native with a powerhouse forehand.
of 16 at Hyatt Grand Champions.
Noriega said he heard the an- Brown advanced with a 6-0, 6-2 connouncer's error "but I was thinking quest of Johan Hoegstedt, a Swede
representing Utah.
about my match."
Should Noriega get past Brown
sugthat
manner
a
in
it
played
He
gested to Tennessee's hulking coach, and sho~ld form hold, Noriega's
Mike DePalmer, that Noriega, the quarterfmal opponent would be
No. 3 seed, could be a championship Steve Brran of Texas, who has won
matches In open competitions.
factor.
. Noriega isn't one of those tennis
players who was teethed on a racket.
He grew up on a pig farm in Acari
Peru. Not many tennis players ar~
from pig farms. Not many either
come to this country fro~ South
America to be educated when they

By Jer_ry Magee

Staff Writer
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are unabJe to speak English.
Before he could be admitted to
USO, Noriega had to study English at
the American Language Institute in
San Diego.
Said USO coach Ed Collins: "The
agreement we had was that we
· would speak English the first year,
and the following year we would ,
speak Spanish - for my benefit."
Collins' Spanish is like Noriega's
tennis, excellent. The Toreros' coach
has a teacher's credential in Spanish.
Noriega's tennis has improved in
his two years at USO, along with his
English. "A lot," Noriega said. "I've
learned how to serve, how to return.
I had basically a clay-court game."
He still isn't the biggest of hitters,
but he hit winners when he needed
them against Flach, brother of former U.S. Davis Cup player Ken
Flach.
One game was central to Noriega's,
success - when he broke Flach at 44 in the first set. Flach had a 30-0
lead in this game, but Noriega took it
to deuce, gained an ad with a ripping
backhand passing shot, and won the
game when his opponent from St.
Louis sent a backhand wide.
He held his serve for the first set,
then swept through the second
against a tiring Flach with only one
erratic period - when Flach saved
six match points in the eighth game.
This likely was Flach's final ·college match. DePalmer said Flach
plans to turn pro at summer's end.
Noriega said he intends to return
WUSO for his junior year.
In the first round of doubles, Noriega and J.R. Edwards were ousted
by Texas' Mitch Michulka and Mi. chael Penman 6-4, 6-4. The USO pair
had won 11 of its 12 previous matches.
San Diego State, meantime, completed a season of improvement
when its team of Ricardo HerreraTole Marinkovic extended UCLA's
No. 1 unit before losing to Billy
Barber and Mark Quinney 7-5, 5-7, 63. The Aztecs are to return seven of
their eight players and have recruited two promising players from the
San Diego area, Chris Numbers of El
Cajon and Erk Tubbs of Escondido. 1
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Fewer Dollars Than CIC
By COLIN FLAHERTY
UPI San Diego Bureau
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The 1992 America's Cup races
could pump as much as $911 million into the San Diego economy,
economists from the l)"niversity of
S a n ~ c t e d yesteroay.
The $10,000, six-week study was
paid for by the America's Cup
Organizing Committee. The group
intends to present the report Tuesday to the Port of San Diego in an
effort to secure $10 million in
public money to help stage the
four-month event.
The projected $911 million
"reflects the additional spending
that will occur in the region above
what would have been expected
had San Diego not been the host city for America's Cup races," said
Dirk Yandell, professor of
economics at USD.
"The $911 million total consists
of $405 million in direct spending
and $506 million in induced spending. This is based on an estimate
of 1.1. million visitors for the
America's Cup and related
events," Yandell told reporters.
Induced spending is an estimate
of the indirect effect the event will
have as spending from the race
flows through the San Diego
economy. Officials believe that
every dollar of direct spending generates $1.25 in induced spending.
The report also projected that the
races will generate more than $43
million in government revenues,
primarily from sales and hotel
taxes.
The State of California could
receive more than $20 million from
the event, the largest share of any
government agency. The City of
San Diego could get $10.77 million,
and the port could wind up with
$5.12 million, the economists believe .
Residents and businesses of San
Diego will receive 83 percent of the
visitor spending, the report projects.
The five economists who conducted the study, known as the
Economic Research Grour , ~i!._
Pleaseturnt0P a11e3A
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Continued from Page lA:,Z/f'5

they will withhold the data upon
which the results were based until
Thomas Ehman, executive vicepresident of the ACOC, briefly appeared at the press conference to
praise the report.
"The bottom line is that this
event will bring summertime activ-

ity to San Diego in what is otherwise a slow time. That's one of the
reasons we decided to hold the race
at this time," said Ehman.
"This report shows that a
public-private partnership is
eminently justifiable," he added.
However, Ehman said the Cup
race's actual economic impact
could be much higher than that

projected by the report because the
economists had assumed that 15
challengers would compete and
more than that have already signed up.
Ehman would not reveal the exact number of international
yachting teams now expected.
The $911 million is $289 million
less than a 1987 estimate of the

cc~£.,,~

races' economic impact prepared by
CIC Research of San Diego.
The USD professors attributed
the difference to the fact that less
money will be spent on construction of new facilities for the 1992
match. They also projected fewer
Please turn to Page 6A

I

Cup-related visitor~ .hhn CIC projected.
According to the USD estimates,
Cup fans will make 780,000 visits
to San Diego hotels, about 60 percent less than the 2 million hotel
nights CIC predicted.
The USD group also believes the
event will attract 1,000 to 2,000
pleasure boats to watch the races.
The CIC report projected 5,000
boats would be in the area for
/
January to May event.
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INDIAN ·WELLS - Jose Luis Noriega experienced a trial by fire yesterday. The fire won.
It was overhead, in the 103-degree
temperatures that beat down on the
NCAA men's tennis championships,
dulling Noriega's customarily quick
steps and making him vulnerable to
an adaptable Texan named Steve
Bryan.
After thc.JJSD sqph.Q_more had won
a morning match, he had to come
back less than three hours later ·
against a considerably more rested
Bryan, who dismissed him in the
quarterfinals 2-6, 7-6 (7-5), 6-4.
Bryan thus joined Jared Palmer of
Stanford, Conny Falk of Miami and
Jason Netter of UCLA in today's
semifinals at Hyatt Grand Champions. Only two of 16 seeds remain,
Bryan and Falk, seeded from fifth
through eighth; the NCAA does not
detail seeds after the first four.
The tournament's scheduling format likely bore strongly on Noriega's
elimination, although USO coach Ed
Collins stopped short of saying so.
"I think it's a question that obviously has to be addressed," Collins
said, "but to answer it honestly
makes it look like you're making excuses."
The morning was a breeze for
Bryan. Beginning at 9 a.m., he had a

6-0, 6-0 walkover against Louis
Ruette of Texas Christian, whom he
ousted in about an hour. Noriega,
meantime, was matched against
Mike Brown of Arkansas, no slouch.
At the s~rt of this seas~n, Brow~
was No.~ m the Volvo tenms col~e,ia~e r~n~ngs.. Elbow and ba~k InJUries limited his_seas?n, he ~aid, to 15
matches, dropp~ng his rankmg to !io.
~2, but he was fit yesterday and _aimmg th~derous f?rehands at Norie_ga.
Noriega survived them, but Just
barely. He squandered four set points
in the first;set tiebreaker before winning 6-7 (7-9), 6-0, 6-2.
The match. required two hours and
17 minutes, finishing at 11:17 a.m. At
2 p.m., Noriega had his date with
Bryan, a battler from the University
of Texas who has won matches in
open competitions.
"I took a shower, I had lunch, and /
by then it was time to play again,"
Noriega said.
He began brilliantly. Bryan
couldn't match the USO star's power
and accuracy from the baseline as
Noriega sped through the first set.
"He was dictating every point,"
Bryan admitted. "Every long rally I
got in, I can't remember one I won in
the first set."
The conditions, meantime, began
to wear on Noriega. By the third set,
the calf muscle in his left leg was
cramping; between games he was

I

away and the next point would be
sipping quinine water.
Normally, to watch Noriega play match point for Noriega. But he
tennis, as effortlessly as he gets pushed his shot wide. Bryan took the
about, is to understand the phrase set on the next point when Noriega
"an economy of movement," but in overhit a backhand service return.
In the third set, Noriega went
the late stages of this match, his
down, . , but gamely ran off the
mov~ment was slow and labo~ed.
3
With rea~on. In yesterdays he~t, next three1 ames. Br an held for _
44
he P!ayed six ~ets and 58 games, m- scored a se;vice breik on a forehand
up
wrapped
and
cludmg two tiebreakers, a~d for a error by Noriega
the
with
serve
his
holding
by
matters
total of f~ur hours and 39 mmute~
2:17 agamst Brown, 2:22 agamst loss of onl one point.
Y
Bryan.
Bryan's opponent today is Palmer,
"In major tournaments," noted
Collins, "they normally 6nly play one who stopped the No. 1 seed, Todd
Martin of Northwestern, in the quarmatch a day."
terfinals 6-2, 6-4. The other semifinal
winhad
Noriega
At that, though,
ning chances in the quarterfinals. In . pits Falk, a rangy Swede, against
the second-set tiebreaker, he was Netter, a surprise 6-4, 6-3 winner
serving at 5-5. Bryan, volleying, hit a over Jonathan Stark of Stanford, the
pop-up near the net. Put this shot No. 2 seed.
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/ Gowns Jill over town: Colleg~s to honor
thousands at commencements

•

qpS

project has been slowed by a lawsuit from elor's degrees.
At United States International University,
neighbors which forced an additional envi·
•
Tribune Staff Writer
President Kenneth McLennan will adacting
review.
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three retiring members of the board of trustees - Louise Dyer, Dan Grady and Charles
Reid - will address the 302 graduates and
their family and friends.
City College's commencement ceremony
will feature Tim Haidinger, president of the
California Community Colleges Board of
Governors. The ceremony, honoring 790
graduates, begins at 7 p.m. June 8 at the
Balboa Park Organ Pavilion.
Mesa College has invited the president of
California's newest state university, Stacy of
CSU San Marcos, to address its 864 graduates. The ceremony begins at 1 p.m. June 9 in
Merrill Douglas Stadium on the Mesa campus.
Other commencements include Grossmont
College, 6 p.m. June 6 in the campus's center
courtyard, with Stacy as speaker; Cuyamaca
College, 6 p.m. June 5 near the new library,
with retiring president Ivan Jones as speaker; Southwestern College, 6 p.m. June 15 in
DeVore Stadium, with Haidinger as the
speaker.

San Diego's two law schools, Western State
University College of Law and the University of San Diego's School of Law, held commencement ceremonies last weekend.
The commencement season concludes
June 17 at the University of California at San
Diego. About 2,600 undergraduates will
receive degrees from Revelle, Warren, Third
and Muir colleges while 450 graduates will
receive degrees from the division of graduate studies.
Commencements start at 9 a.m. with the
Muir College ceremony on the playing field
on the north end of campus, and end with the
3 p.m. ceremony for Third College's undergraduates.
Scheduled speakers include Margaret Burbidge, an internationally respected professor
of astronomy, and Harold Ticho, vice chancellor for academic affairs, who both are
retiring this year; Rep. Tom Lantos, D-San
Mateo; and Clyde Ostler, vice chairman of
Wells Fargo Bank and a graduate of the first
Revelle class in 1968.
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NIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Separate ceremonies for graduate and
undergraduate students Sunday. More
tharl 1,000 degrees will be awarded.
orero
Both ceremonies will ta~ pla~
7·
Staqium.
'
Graduate students: 0:30 .m.
Speaker: Benjamin Bloom, education
professor at Northwestern University,
who will receive an honorary degree.
llndergraduate students: 2:30 p.m.
Speakers: Entertainer Bob Hope and his
wiful;Dolores, who will receive honorary
degrees.
~aw school commencement was May
/
19 for 350 graduates.
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~ 0!_"1.fl B ~ h e seventh annual Wine &

R o ~~ tylasting sponsored by the Juniors
of Social Service and the California Assn. of
Nurserymen, begins at 3 p.m. with a debut
tasting followed by a general tasting from 5 to
7:30 p.m. Saturday on the Camino Patio at the

University Qf.San Diego. Tickets are $50 for the
~ g and $25 for the general tastfng.
For tickets, call Suzanne at 563- ~
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Grads celebrate
their big day at
SDSUand USD
By

Uri 'fert'fef

Staff Writer

•

•

Thousands of joyous graduates
shared their excitement about the future and exchanged fond farewells
yesterday during festive commencement ceremonies at San Diego State
University and the University of San
Diego.
More than anything, it was a day
for families to celebrate a once-in-alifetime milestone of achievement.
Karen Sampier, a public administration major, sat in her wheelchair
at SDSU's Aztec Bowl, eager to participate in the processional march.
Sampier, who is afflicted with a
form of muscular dystrophy, was
determined to have an active part at
her own graduation. So she convinced school officials to hand out
diplomas on ground level rather than
on a raised platform, the procedure
at previous ceremonies.
"It has taken more than six years
to get my degree, but it has been
been worth it," said Sampier, who
has been accepted into SDSU's graduate school of public administration.
"Now I want to enjoy it."
Watching proudly from the other
side of the field, Jack Sampier of El
Cajon described himself as "a most
fortunate father."
Karen's grandparents, Glen and
Elsie Bonds, had traveled from their
home in Missouri's Ozark Mountains
to witness a unique Southern Califor. nia spectacle.
"This is kind of overwhelming,"
said Glen Bonds, as he watched students parading past with dollar
signs, computer keyboards and airplanes fashioned from beer cans attached to their mortar board caps.

"I've never seen anything quite like
this."
Not all of the imaginative
headgear could be described as frivolous.
Joe Alegre wore a model of an
apartment house and retail complex
that he made for an environmental
design class. He hopes the foam core
design will help him land a job with
an architectural firm.
"I'll be looking around soon
enough," he said. "But right now I
want to drink some champagne."
A total of 6,900 undergraduates
participated in the 91st SDSU commencement ceremony, which featured Lynne V. Cheney as keynote
speaker. More than 1,600 graduate

See Grads on Page , ~
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University of San Diego graduate Julia Beckley gets a hug
~~
r mother, Joan, after yesterday's ceremony.

~ \

Grads:Commencement
held at SDSU, USD
Continued from B-1

peace and brotherhood has never
been higher."
Hope urged the students to protect
the environment and ensure the survival of the planet. "This fragile
thing called peace is now in your1
hands."
He drew loud cheers when he remarked that it was also an occasion
for parents to celebrate. "The parents look so happy. This is the last
payment they have to make on their
children."
Hope and his wife, Dolores, who
turned 81 yesterday, received honorary degrees at USD's 37th undergraduate commencement. The world-famous comedian celebrates his 87th
birthday tomorrow.
The USO undergraduate valedictorian, Emilie Bonnie Rose, urged her
classmates to take intelligent risks,
to care for their minds and bodies,
and to live life to the fullest.
"Don't put things off," said Rose, a
36-year-old nursing student and U.S.
Navy officer. "Do it now. It's important that you have a goal." Earlier in
the day, 283 graduate students
received degrees from the private
Catholic university.
Thomas B. Day, president of
SDSU, said yesterday's ceremony
was especially significant because it
was the last to be held at Aztec Bowl.
The stadium is scheduled to be deTorero Stadium that they were "en-

students also received degrees.
Cheney, the chairwoman of the
National Endowment for the Humanities, urged students to find work
they love and to pursue it with vigor.
"Whether we create sonnets or .
families, make machines or harvest
crops, work takes on meaning for us
when we feel it to be a part of something that endures," said Cheney. Her
husband, Richard B. Cheney, is secretary of defense.
Finding any kind of work - enduring or not - has been utmost on the
mind of SDSU senior Hadi Reza.
"I was job hunting for five months
and nothing came through, so I decided to start my own business," said
Reza, an information systems major.
On Friday, he'll begin a new chapter of his life as the proprietor of a
limousine service. "I used to be a
chauffeur, so I decided to try something I know about"
Reza found himself the center of
attention for 27 camera-snapping,
back-slapping relatives who had
traveled from Los Angeles and Sacramento for his graduation.
"I don't know if it's the biggest, but
it has to be one of the biggest families here," he said.
Meanwhile, comedian Bob Hope
told 749 graduating USD seniors at
tering a world whose bo:ii: score on

molished and replaced by a 12,000-

The San Diego Union/Bob Redding

One of yesterd ay's 6,900 SDSU gradua tes indicat es his belief
that comme nceme nt has a moneta ry worth.
seat arena that would host basketball
Neighbors of SDSU, concerned that
games and rock concerts.
the new facility will create traffic
However, Day was greeted by and noise problems, have filed suit
scattered boos and hisses when be against the trustees of the California
mentioned the ground-breaking plans State University system, claimin1
for the $41 million arena.
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The 1992 America's Cup race will. not
- repeat, not- bring in $1.2 billion to
g/65 .
the city's economy.
The estimate is now $911 million, or
$311 million less than year-earlier projections, according to an economic impact
report by the University of San Diego
commissioned by the America's Cup
Organizing Committee. The report will be
presented Tuesday to the San Diego Unified Port District's Board of Commissioners.
At the Port District Board's last meeting, Malin Burnham, president ·of the
ACOC board, said that the organization
will need $20 million to stage a "world
class'' regatta here in ' 92. Of that, he said,
$10 million shou ld come fro m publi c
funds .
USD group member Dr. Alan Gin said
the cay of Sa11 Diego's private sectors
would make $750 million from the race,
and that the city would make $11 million
in Transient Occupancy Tax (room tax)
revenues from the event.
Gin said that the $911 million local
impact is considerably lower than the $1.2
billion projected in the only other America's Cup study conducted for San Diego,
which took place in 1987 shortly after the
San Diego Yacht Club took back the Cup
in Australia.
-Todd las
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b Hope speaks:

Commencement at the UniverQ.ty of San Diego doubtlesswouid havei>een a solemn occasion Sunday, if ngtJ.or the
class cutup. 2(J
"I love coinrrfei?cement. I
love the happy, ecstatic, joyous faces - but enough about
the teachers," comedian Bob
Hope told about 9,000 people
attending the ceremony .
"The parents also look so
happy," he said. "This is the
last payment that they'll have
to make on their children."
Hope, 86, and his wife, Dolores, were presented with honorary doctor of humane letters
degrees amidst wild cheers ~
.
~
and applause.
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rRope brings humo r
to commencement
~'$"'

By EDUARDO MONTES
Associated Press

•
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SAN DIEGO - Commencement
at the UniVJa:sity ~ San Diego
doubtless would have been a solemn occasion Sunday, if not for
the class cutup.
"I love commencement. I love
the happy, ecstatic, joyous faces
- but enough about ijle teachers," Comedian Bob Hope told
about 9,000 people attending the
ceremony.
Hope addressed the graduating
class, along with the class valedictorian and university president. But he was the only speaker
to take a ·few parting shots at the
class of 1990.
"The parents also look so happy," he quipped, "this is the last
payment that they'll have to
make on their children."
During the ceremony, the university presented Hope and his
wife, Dolores, Doctor of Humane
Letters degrees. The couple came
forward to accept the honors
amidst wild cheers and applause.
Prior to receiving their degrees,
the Hopes were lauded by USO
officials for their humanitarian
and philanthropic endeavors.
Hope, 86, then took center
stage. The audience roared and
tittered with his trademark oneliners.
"I really appreciate this honor," Hope said. "Between the
Oscars, the Emmys and taxes;
it's nice to have something coming in."
"I'm now a doctor, at last I can
get on the golf course on Wednesdays," he said.
Hope's acceptance speech took
on a serious note as he told the
more than 700 students receiving
degrees that their "real education
is about to begin."
"You've gotten the last grades
you'll ever get in geometry, history and English lit," Hope said.
"From now on, you'll be attending a far bigger and more impol".-

Bob Hope
tant classroom, where your
grades will determine how far
you will go in devotion, compassion and self-respect. That will be
the important curriculum from
now on.
"Cicero said, 'A room without
books is like a body without a
soul,' " Hope said. Then he
brought the mood around again
by adding, "I'll never forget when
he told me that."
Dolores Hope, who was celebrating her 81st birthday Sunday,
also drew chuckles from the
crowd.
She thanked the university for
honoring her and for "having Bob
Hope as an opening act."
In a short address, Mrs. Hope
congratulated the graduates,
urged them to work to better the
world and praised USO for giving
them the education that would
allow them to do so.
"Not only have you been given
the opportunity to glean knowledge, but you've been given an ·
ethical education and received an
understanding in how it should be
used," Mrs. Hope said. "For an
education without ethics is like
giving a baby a loaded gun to
play with.,,
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Hope lightens up commencement
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Diego
Comedian, wife presented degrees by Universit
.
- ___. y of San
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By EDUARDO MONTES
Associated Press
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SAN DIEGO - Commencement at the University of San Diego doubtless would have been a solemn occasion Sunday, if not for the
class cutup.
"I Jove commencemen t. I love
· the happy, ecstatic, joyous faces but enough about the teachers," comedian Bob Hope told about 9,000
people attending the ceremony.
Hope addressed the graduating
class, along with the class valedictorian and university president. But
he was the only speaker to take a
few parting shots at the class of
1990.

"The parents als-o look so
happy," he quipped, "this is the last
payment that they'll have to make
on their children."
During the ceremony, the university presented Hope and his wife,
Dolores, Doctor of Humane Letters_
degrees.
Prior to receiving their degrees,
the Hopes were lauded by USD officials for their humanitarian and
philanthropic endeavors.
Hope, 86, then took center stage.
The audience roared and tittered
with his trademark one-liners.
"I really appreciate this honor,"
Hope said. "Between the Oscars,
the Emmys and taxes, it's nice to
have something coming in."

"I'm now a doctor, at last I can
get on the golf course on Wednesdays," he said.
Hope's acceptance speech took
on a serious note as he told the
more than 700 students receiving
degrees that their "real education is
'
about to begin."
"You've gotten the last grades
you'll ever get in geometry, history
and English lit," Hope said. "From
now on, you'll be attending a far
bigger and more important classroom, where your grades will determine how far you will go in devotion, compassion and self-respect.
That will be the important curriculum from now on."
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Bob Hope keeps
class laughing

You can own
Presley home

■ COMEDIAN BOB
HOPE kept
commencement at the
University of Si:!n Diego
from oeing a solemn
occasion Sunday, acting as
the class cutup.
"I love commencement. I
love the happy, ecstatic,
joyous faces - but enough
about the teachers,"
comedian Bob Hope told
about 9,000 people
attending the ceremony.
"The parents also look so
happy," he said. "This is
the last payment that
they'll have to make on
their children."
Hope, 86, and his wife,
Dolores, were presented
with honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters degrees
amidst wild cheers ahd
applause.

■ PRISCILt'A}PR ESLEY has
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put on the market her country
French style house in this
Southern California retreat.
Asking price: $2.6 million.
The home is located on a wooded
2-acre property and was built in
1964 in Montecito's "Golden
Quadrangle," one of the
community's most exclusive
neighborhoods.
The main house has three
bedrooms and three baths in about
2,600 square feet. A barn has been
converted into a guest cottage.
Presley bought the property in
1981, eight years after her divorce
from Elvis Presley and four years
after his death.
But after buying the home and
property about 80 miles northwest
of Los Angeles, Presley rarely
spent time there, said Linda
Fareed, who has the listing
through Alexander Velto Real
Estate, a Fred Sands company.
"She's been so busy on 'Dallas'
and doing other things," said
Fareed.
Presley launched her own
perfume line in March and serving
as co-executive producer of the
now canceled "Elvis" series on
ABC-TV.

Priscilla Presley

Quote of the day

Vonnegu t on liberty's 'motels'
■ . AUTHOR KURT
VONNEGUT JR. told University

of Rhode Island graduates Sunday
that some icons of American
history are not what they claim.
Vonnegut told about 2,700
graduates that while Boston and
Philadelphia both claim to be the

•

was "only conceived there, so
Boston and Philadelp~ were only
motels of liberty."
"The gestation period of
American liberty has taken 200
years or more," said Vonnegut,
whose satiric novels tak darkly
humoro).lS loo~ t

t

" The industrialized
countries are doing
little to confront the
problem of drug
consumption ."
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ouldn't resist one-liners at yesterday's USD graduation

Have fun, reach for stars,
Hope tells USD_graduates
By John R. Lamb

~

Tribune Staff Writer

.OMEDIAN BOB HOPE mixed a flurry of one-liners with a sober
message of growing world peace as he urged University of San Diego
graduates yesterday to "reach for the stars - and have fun."
Hope and his wife, Dolores, received honorary doctorates of humane letters
from the independent Catholic university. He told USD's boisterous Class of
1990 that "we're finally realizing, after a few lost generations, that in order to
truly have quality of life we need more in the workplace than just people who
are brilliant of mind."
"We also need those who are moral of soul," Hope said.
But the man known as "Mr. Entertainment" could not pass up a chance to
crack a few - well, several - jokes during the university's 37th commencement ceremony yesterday afternoon, held before an estimated crowd of
10,000 at USD's Torero Stadium.
"No, I'm deeply grateful for this honorary degree," said Hope, garbed in
traditional black robe and mortar board. "I would question the wisdom of the
faculty, but I'm too conservative to start a protest. ... Anyway, I'm now a

C

doctor. At last I can 1et OD a olf coune OD Wednesdays."
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Amid one-liners, Hope offers hope for the future

·?-'( ) _~

Yesterdays doctoral prese~tabon,
however, was far from the first for
Hope. Over the years, more than 50
universities and colleges have bestowed honorary docto~ates on the
87-year-old actor-~omedian, _perhaps
best known for his world~ide USO
tours that have entertamed U.S.
troo~s since 1941. For his wife, it was
her sixth honorary degree.
"I have a lot of these degrees, fortunately," Hope quipped. "And I'm
calle~ 'docto~• so often I'v_e sta~ted
carrymg my Jokes around m a httle
black bag." .
~ope also Joked that he h,~s ~ masand a thPhi Beta
ter s degree, a Ph.D. rd
Kappa from Harva - ndanks to
_a ~ing
1?Y t~i~t
10 11 for knowled~e
~~ at Henry Kissmger s gafirst
sale.the humor, the bespectacled
rage
Amid
t Id USD' 749 d g d
f
ra ·
unnyman bright sfutureunther
at lies
uates of a
ahead of them.
"For one of the few times in history, the world looks like it's ready to
meet you halfway," Hope said. "It
had to happen. Someone finally found
a cure for the common cold war, and
when they did the BerI.m WaII came
down faster than Denver in the Super
Bowl."
Added Hope: "There's still a few

°

Monday, May 28, 1990

trouble spots in the world, but by and
large, peace is breaking out everywhere and it looks like it's here to
stay. At least we can all pray that it
is."
He told graduates that they will no
longer be graded for their knowledge
of geometry, history and English literature. "From now on" he said,
"you'll be attending a far.bigger and
more important classroom" - the
real world - where the "curricuIum" consists of "devotion, compassion and self-respect."
Graduates were also called on to
"take steps to assure Mother Earth's
longevity," both environmentally and
as advocates for global peace.
"Never before has the world been
so close to producing a climate that
allows all of God's children to
breathe the air of freedom."
Later, during brief remarks, Doloher 81st
res Hope - who celebrated
birthday yesterday - paid tribute to
USD's graduating seniors.
"This day really belongs to you,"
she said. "You had to work and study
for your certificate. I simply had to
show up."
She urge d un de rgraduates to use
their knowledge wisely for the greater good, "for an education without
· · g a baby a loaded
· like g1vm
. IS
eth1cs

gun to play with."
The commencement ceremony one of three that took place this past
weekend at the Linda Vista campus
- also had its share of emotional
moments.
Author Hughes, USD president, announced that the campus's DeSale
Hall has been renamed Bishop Leo T.
Maher Hall, in honor of the ailing
chairman of the school's board of
trustees and head of San Diego's
Roman Catholic diocese.
Maher, set to retire as bishop in
July, reportedly continues to improve at Scripps Clinic while undergoing radiation treatment following
two brain-tumor operations within
the last five weeks.
The decision to dedicate the large
building to Maher, Hughes said, was
based on the bishop's "forceful leadership and support for both the quantitative and qualitative evolution of
USD."
Meanwhile, valedictorian Emilie
"Bonnie" Rose, a 36-year-old Navy
lieutenant commander who labored
10 years to earn her bachelor's degree in nursing, recounted the unexpected death of a 32-year-old naval
colleague in urging her cl<;lss lit_o
"celebrate this day together, mtel gently yes, but let's do ilDOW."

Rose, whose 4.0 g~a~e-p?int avera_ge earned h_er th~ distmcbon as t~e
first valedictorian from USD s
School of Nursing, said the death of
her friend, a marathon runner whom
she_ said choked o~ a piece of grapefrmt,~!te~ a mor~~ng run, taught her
that hfe is short.
"With the unknown comes the fear
of failure," said Rose, who plans to
return to her duties as a nurse at the
Naval Regional Medical Center in
Balboa Park, where she has been assigned since 1980. "There are no
guaranteed tickets and sitting still is
slow death anyway. So know where
you're going, and take intelligent
risks."
Earlier in the day commencement
was held for 283 g;aduate students.
On Saturday, 379 students were gradSchool
uated from the.USO
-.. of Law.
·
Also yesterday, San Diego State
University held a raucous final commencement at Aztec Bowl, which is
scheduled for demolition to make
way for a student sports complex.
Lynne Cheney, chairwoman of the
National Endowment for the Humanities in Washington, D.C., spoke to
graduating
Diego
San
1,603 master's
addition,6,900
In State's
seniors.
degrees and 10 doctoral degrees
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'Class cutup Bob Hope gives graduates one last laugh
Associated Press #</ ,55

I the University of San Diego doubtless

,
· •
,,, m now a doctor, at last I can get on the golf course
on Wednesdays ,,

would have been a solemn occasion
Sunday, if not for the class cutup.
"I love commencement. I love the
happy, ecstatic, joyous faces - but
enough about the teachers," Comedian
Bob Hope told about 9,000 people attending the ceremony.
Hope addressed the graduating class,
along with the class valedictorian and
university president. But he was the
only speaker to take a few parting shots
at the class of 1990.
"The parents also look so happy," he

-Bob Hope
-------------------------:--:-------quipped, "this is the last payment that endeavors.
they'll have to make on their children."
Hope, 86, then took center stage.
During the ceremony, the university
"I really appreciate this honor,"
presented Hope and his wife Dolores Hope said. "Between the Oscars, the
Doctor of Humane ·Letters degrees. The Emmys and taxes, it's nice to have
couple came forward to accept the hon- something coming in."
ors amidst wild cheers and applause.
"I'm now a doctor, at last I can get on
Prior to receiving their degrees, the the golf course on: Wednesdays," he
Hopes were lauded by USD officials for said.
their humanitarian and philanthropic
Hope's· acceptance speech took on a
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serious note as he _t~ld the more than
700 students rece1vmg degrees that
their "real education is about to begin."
"You've gotten the last grades you'll
ever get in geometry, history and English lit," Hope said. "From now on,
you'll be attending a far bigger and
more important classroom, where your
grades will determine how far you will
go in devotion, compassion and selfrespect. That will be the important
· curriculum from now on.
"Cicero said, 'A room without books
is like a body without a soul,' " Hope
said. Then he brought the mood around
again by adding, "I'll never forget when
he told me that."
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held its 37th annual commence: niversity of
ment on Sunday. Degrees were conferred on 1,032
graduates, with 749 receiving bachelor's, 254 receiving
1
master's, and 29 receiving doctoral degrees. Bob and Delores
Hope delivered the
keynote speeches at
the undergraduate ceremony. From Bob
Hope's address:
"You've gotten the last
grades you'll ever get in
geometry, history and
Englu;h Lit. . . . From
now on, you'll be attending a far bigger and
more important classwhere your
Associated Press . room,
gr-Jides will determine how far you will go in devotion,
compassion and self-respect. That will be the important
cuxriculum from now on. Cicero said, 'A room without books is
like a body without a soul.' I'll never forget when he told me
tluit."
Benjamin Bloom, professor emeritus at the University of
Chicago, delivered the keynote address at the graduate
ceremony. Honorary degrees were awarded to the Hopes and
to-JUoom. Emilie Bonnie Jlose, a nursing major, was the
v~edictorian a~ the undergraduate ceremony. Kimberlee~Ann .
Jubala, an education major from Fullerton, was the gradu
v~ledictorian.
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Dolores, left, and Bob Hope sH together after receiving honorary degrees from the University of San Diego Sunday
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SAN DIEGO (AP) - Commencement at the University of San
Dif?,o doubtless would have been a solemn occasion Sunday, if
no or the class cutup.
"I love commencement. I love the happy, ecstatic, joyous faces
- but enough about the teachers," Comedian Bob Hope told
about 9,000 people attending the ceremony.
Hope addressed the graduating class, along with the class
valedictorian and university president But he was the only
speaker to take a few parting shots at the class of 1990.
"The parents also look so happy," he quipped, "this is the last
payment that they'll have to make on their children."
During the ceremony, the university presented Hope and his
wife Dolores Doctor of Humane Letters degrees. The couple
came forward to accept the honors amidst wild cheers and .applause.
Prior to receiving their degrees, the Hopes were lauded by
USD officials for their humanitarian and philanthropic endeavors.
Hope, 86, then took center stage. The audience roared and
tittered with his trademark one-liners.
"I really appreciate this honor," Hope said. "Between the
Oscars, the Emmys and taxes, it's nice to have something coming in."
"I'm riow a doctor, at last I can get on the golf course on
Wednesdays," he said.
Hope's acceptance speech took on a serious note as he told
the more than 700 students receiving degrees that their "real
education is about to begin."
"You've gotten the last grades you'll ever get in geometry,
history and English lit," Hope said. "From now on, you'll be attending a far bigger and more important classroom, where your
grades will determine how far you will go in devotion, compassion and self-respect That will be the important curriculum
from now on.
"Cicero said, 'A room without books is like a body without a
soul,'" Hope said. Then he brought the mood around again by
adding, "I'll never forget when he told me that."
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niversity of San Diego held its 37th annual commencement on
U Sunday.
Degrees were conferred on 1,032 graduates, with 749

•

receiving bachelor's, 254 receiving master's, and 29 receiving
doctoral degrees. Bob and Delores Hope delivered the keynote speeches at the undergraduate ceremony. From
Bob Hope's address:
"You've gotten the !,ast grades
you'll ever get in geometry,
history and English Lit. . . .
From now on, you'll be attend,ing a far bigger and more
important classroom, where
your grades will determine
how far you will go in devotion, compassion and self-respect. That will be the imporAssociated Press tant curriculum from now on.
Cicero said, 'A room without books is like a body without a soul.' I'll
never forget when he told me that."

Benjamin Bloom, professor emeritus at the University of Chicago,
delivered the keynote address at the graduate ceremony. Honorary
degrees were awarded to 'the Hopes and to Bloom. Emilie Bonnie
Rose, a nursing major, was the valedictorian at the undergraduate
ceremony. Kimberlee Ann Jubala, an education major from/
/
Fullerton, was the graduate valedictorian.
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· A recent .effort to'. ¥cmov fth6 Catholic ;: ri. .'..'Th<'f f~e •spJbcit fisiuc
5~

~ffiliiitic)n ·fr.om/ th~' Unlv~-tsity of San .\.·.·
Francisco bccaus'<5~;8f ifs· ndw' policyaT.: •·.
lowing freedom of expres s.ion among stu.:
dent groups _unders cores :a potent ial., .
tohflic t b'ctwe en ·thc 'missio n ofthe
church and that ' of a' colleg e or law ·
school.

fo~crrl'osi·;tha !(9.~ ges 1,faci~g t~e nearly
240 Cath6l i~!ill;\ iversiti es -all over the
i::ouhtry );, /said Thoma s· Black; a spokes inal!,fP,'r S~nta Clara Univer sity. Black
said the' school is' develo ping a free
speech policy with 'the· USF position in
' ,i, ~' ; ,~• . . l.) 1
,:)!I f ' , f j ,
' r ·, ;~ .IJ;
mirld. l · ~:tffl r1 ·! !·1,: q,.(' ' :·
',.
, ' ,L
•. -- ,I : · ;; •, , ,.;, , ,.,., e1, ,·,· 1 , . ' , ..,,;!
,•;'.l ,The·iR ey;Dor iald-Merrifeld, . Loyola's
. niJ scn6~·1 ;ip~Ii~ y/ which .~nows' . chanccilo'r,' said the USF policy has influ, studen t groups to· voice their views free J cnccd the develo
pment of policy at Loyolyas lorigas 'thcy niake dear such view~
la, but has'·:not yet receive d challen ges
do ~ofrep r'esen t:the 'o piriion s of th'e . similar to those
at USF. ·,
,
,
· church; has' come ·under -, attack 'froin ·a
d· John Nunes ; a spokes man for th@i grilup of 300to 40d studen ts and alumni.
vcrsity of San Piego School of Law, saicr"
This group cliiims' the ·µnivers ity! should
there arc no studem gt oops ,advocating
not suppor t organi zations with views:, · , gay or 'a bortion
rights,· so the ·'issue of
contra ry to' church ·doctri ne,' such '· as
focc ,expre ssion ,has · not been .raisc_d
those' advocat'ing gay tights or pi:6cchoice' there.
1, • 1 1 ·' : ••
. •
positions:: ,· ,, · 1 ' , , ;,,_, ,, ,_,, . ·~ · • ... ·d:1 ·r.· ,,,, :., ·,The USFi policy
was drafted .with the
. :· The 'USF; policy! t~ s' an~our iced i~
Firs6A mendm ent theory of free speech
Februa ry in response' to r1awsu it'thre'at- . in mind, accord
ing to USF law Profes sor
encd _by the Ameri can' Civil ' Libett ief Petet: Donriic i,
a ·memb er of the task
Union and a group of women law sttr-> force that advis~d
USF: Presid ent John
dents at USF who were denied pennis~
Lo Schiavo on the issue. It repres ents a
sion to collect signatu res for pro-choice' ,, though tful attemp
petition on campu s. t' •,: t '.:, ·~ 1'_ ."~ ',,·:, ,·~ / - :: · rights of individ t to , reconc ile ,.the
uals to expres s them, •Led by junior 'ptiloso phy major Jason· s,e lves, a~d to have
access to diverg ent
Kenne y, studen ts have petitio ned San· views;;and the
missio
n' of the church to
Franci sco "A~chbishop 1Johrl Qliin·n to· · ·pre$en t its unique
viewpoint, , · , ; · · (,
have USF's' Catholic affiliation remove d , .'1 As the : prea,mb
le · to ..the USF policy
becaus e of the policy. This would
states: 1'.1Just .'as the very nature of•rel-idoubt nurt the "schoc is ' enrollm ent ~~•nd giimst belich: equire
s free :uncoe rced ascbntrib utions'f rom Catholic ahiirihi : 1 -: ·;; ·'. se'nt; so· the nature
of a .unive rsity
. Quinn' turhed down Kerine y's 'p~titionl require s respec
t for eviden ce, for inveslast Wednesdc:!Yi but,Ke nney said he is ligation, for reason
and for enlight ened
appealing the 'decision ,to•chu rch authori - , · assent ." ,;,, .,, ,.:::.
'.,1 ,, , , :' , · · ·· 1
ties in Rome 'with the help of Catholic' ..,:,, Perhap s· Kenhe
y, and others like him
founda tion . and ecclesi astical ly trained · are right when
.
they
say .the Cathol ic•
.
'
!,
lawyers.
. · ; .'
1/f'l,[~'f''Hf, ~· j clillrch ,.should not suppor t a school alKenne y said h~ exp,e cted the advers e lpwlng·studen ts·_or
profess ors to expres sruling by ·. Quinrl!. which (d~sposed ;of. the views contrar y
to church doctrin e~ Perpetition
procedurai' 'g rqunds but did haps the Catholic church should
, riot iris.
not addres s th~ basic questio n •of wheth- volve itself in higher
educat ion· at all 1if, ft
er the univers ity is still Catholic . .'. ·.
cannot allow the free discilss ion b(ide~'s'
"The' archbis hbp' avoided tde'ciciing the on its ~mpus ~siv1
. ): ! '., ''} '' '• ··: /\_ l1y1·/i .
reai issue,'' Kenne y\~ia: "Th(H111iversi~' . The role of~ univers
ity or law ~-chool
· ty_h~s ·:1cl,~,f a~yi ~.~~,sf HJ;lt( ~.~t~,o\i < •ir fo:nhrl ~re 'free'de
bate
and all,o\V \infet1
1
. m1ssJOn :" ·, I '"·· · ·, •. (1•:_. , ;, •., '.·'··•·• ·1,1 • tered rrpnds
to, explo re ..av,enu es of
·.. "Th~ p:etiti~n ·~~~pfi!\;~~t~~n~·l;
' thdµgh't ''not : ptlr~ue d ,Defore.' Re,ligio us
nic~I manne r.sd jt ,was ~liswered o'ri '.tech~'. edticatio~; if it' Involve
s .the,' suppre ssion,
nica·1, g~o~rips,'.' :said M;orts ignoda ~.es ofiall. opinion contrar
i'. t1 c~urch dogm~, ¥;c,I~ax, .~uinn :5:~po~es_m,~~, ,.~;:,,,;,,' ::_'. ; "WY vy~l} be a c~~~rad
1ct,ip~ ~n terms. '., .
1
• 1.McKay .!!xpl~med ,t?,at;r),Hl.de r _
,, ,, .~u«· .,. ,, ,/".*, *.i: ' , .. ,, j ,., .. , •
1c~u~c~
Ia"". Kcnn~ y _lack_f?d;,stan ~mg t~,as~.f,or_l!HARYARD LAW School receive d a
rul_mg ~-ry ,th~;sµN ~}/~,U:~f..as. ~ .Ca~g.<:>.1\~l $3 milliori grantJr
om'Jap an's Nomur a Se, university. ,,, r·: r !i d~, ~'I (._I , " , > :: 11 ::, i ':-r. curities Co. to
endow a profess orship in
.-. :_In_? P;r:~o~aj ,l~t~er, ~o ~enr~Y ,· 9 ,u!~nl; int,ern a_tion~I f~nai;ic
j~l ,syste ~s'. Thf
1
said . one action, 9r polty}'; does no,t_m 1t7, grant; •·the
-larges t ··11mount receive d by·
~elf o_r recess a~ly ~?II~~~~;; t~~ ~~thpli~i the law school for
an endow ed chair, was
1dent1ty, of a umv~~SltY,·y ;~rceh\ ' •r •:i,r :• r--:·; -given tci further
the ,_study of internation~
Other Catholi~ uniyers i_tie~. in~lu,ding , al bankin g regula
~ota Clara Uoivecsity and Loyola Mary-r · and-financial marketions ;, and securi ties
ts:,.e·u trn'' . , , ; .
~~~t ·in: k.>s' ;A~~eles, ~~t~~:SC!!J~,i,d !fi,§1 p~~I-{a~rtrsr'in. te_·_m_·lttidna_IH!tial'l
·c ial 1syJ.
P~hc~~S tSIJA1!4fMAWJ~~:'.' · : '
-~ft.~.i~~~ l1J~l',~ ~fyf~Pttj-: .
versy _may _sp,rt~~;\ j:\tti/ , h , , 1,ri ·,'. , , I , ,~ {Q ~1~r;j~j,d•·r:1./f!
fi ,,i."l'i'\i'~, ,,, J! • , l/
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iAmetjca's Cup Panel Fails, for Now, to Get $10 Million From Port
By M/ g a fGRANBERRY
TIMES STAFF WRITER

The San Diego Unified Port District
agreed "in concept" Tuesday to enter into a
three-year "public-private partnership"
with the America's Cup Organizing Committee but stopped short of giving the
sponsors of the international sailing regatta
any of the $10 million in public money they
say they need.

Milford Portwood, chairman of the Boa,d
of Port Commissioners, opened the meeting
by pointing to the America's Cup trophy
and saying to Malin Burnham, president of
the organizing committee, "Mr. Burnham,
we at the port appreciate your turning the
Cup over to us."
Burnham's immediate retort was,
"There's a price to be paid."
Burnham and three other speakers took
turns extolling the benefits that three years

"The finals of thIB ,..,,. are in May of
o! p,eparing lo, and staging the event will
1992, and I submit to you that after that
mean to the local economy.
time, this community will never again be
Burnham said the regatta would bring
the same," Burnham said. "We can make it
the city $43 million "in tax revenue alone"
work for us, or we can fall flat on our face."
and that the port would make $90 for every
Burnham said the $10 million needed
$1 it spends in funding the event.
An economist from the Uniyersity of San · from the port will go toward a media center
(to accommodate 4,000 journalists), an
Diego estimated the countywide economicinternational broadcast center, race headimpact as $911 million, which Burnham
quarters, an America's Cup villag_E[ (for
said would not be realized without the best
Please see c q P, B4
effort possible. ·
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shoreside viewing) and an America's Cup
museum. He said part of the $10 million will
go toward youth educational programs.
But the item that seemed to surprise and
confound some of the commissioners was
Burnham's request for another $5 million to
relurbish and develop the 10th Avenue
Terminal-if needed-for three to five racing syndicates that private boatyards may
be unable to accommodate.
Previously, , members of the organizing
committee had said private shipyards and
marinas could probably accommodate all
teams entered in the race.
· · -Burnham said that 20 international chall~iigers from 15 countries and 10 American
defenders had entered the competition.
Eight of those teams have never before
sailed in America's Cup events.
"It's wonderful to see all this enthusiasm," said Commissioner Lynn Schenk.
"But we have to set enthusiasm aside. We
have to set boosterism aside. I read somewhere that a member of the organizing
committee said Port money was 'quasi-public money.' I suppose he said that because it
isn'ftax money, but it is public money.
: _"Vf e have to look at this thing in a hard,
ousinesslike way and ask a lot of questions
l!bout how the money's being spent."
~ :"I'didn't realize when I was cheering you·
Qn ·the past two years," Commissioner
f>elton Reopelle said to Burnham at one
;oint, ''that you'd then turn around and dig
~o deeply into our pockets."
' Tom Mitchell, a spokesman for the organizing committee, said the sponsors need $10
million from the port "to do the job correctly, but when we sit down with the commissioners and the port [staff], we may find
the figure going up or down. Maybe the port
will want to spend more than the $10 million
we're asking for. Our budget is very, very
fluid, simply because it has to be.
"This isn't like a Super Bowl, where you
have a set number of teams and players, and
that•s that. At this point, we can't just
establish a firm figure for what race preparations will cost."
Al,ked why corporate or private donors
.couldn't c~me up with the $10 million,

Burnham said he preferred to use the money
from "the Coca-Colas and Marlboros of the
world" to fund the syndicates attempting to
defend the Cup for the San Diego Yacht
Club.
"My No. 1 priority is a successful defense
of the Cup," Burnham said.
Burnham said the America's Cup will be
of paramount value to San Diego in making
the city known to the rest of the world. He
compared its impact to that of two other
international sporting spectacles, the World
Cup soccer competition and the Olympics.
He said the America's Cup would have
"no less an impact on San Diego" than the
1984 Olympics did on Los Angeles.
Commissioner Portwood seemed to agrE'e,
saying, "This is the kind of publicity this
community just can't buy. The benefit will
be great and far-reaching, so much so it's
difficult to quantify.
"If we tried to match this event by
promoting the port on our own, I don't think
.we could do it for $100 million, let alone $10
million."
Port District Director Don Nay said recently that, although port revenues now
exceed expenditures by more than $40
million a year, making the port a target for
groups needy of public money, the port faces
litigation from several groups that may end
up in losses of several million dollars.
Nay alluded to a $200-million complaint
by homeowners in Point Loma upset over
airport noise and to ridding San Diego Bay of
toxic pollution, which may cost $100 million.
"I'm sure people will turn to us," Nay said
in a recent interview, "but we have many.
more demands than resources."
But Burnham, who Tuesday enlisted the
president of City College and an outgoing
Australian to extol the benefits of regattas,
said cleaning up the bay could be just "one
of the many benefits" the race brings to San
Diego.
"We can also spotlight the 500th anniversary of Columbus' discovery of America [in
1992] and San Diego's significance to the
Pacific Rim," he said. "But time is precious,
and whatever time we lose today can't be
made up in the future."
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VISITORS: Mexican women's
t"ole model, circa 1990: Lenora
Rueda, a trim, dazzling Mexico
City attorney who's here to head
a Foreign Ministry probe of Tijuana-San Diego relations. . . . Bob
Hope turned 87 yesterday; his
wife, Dolores, turned 81 on Sun- day as he huffed and blew out
candles on a three-tiered cake before his USO commencement address. "liy hope," Hope said, "l
don't shank." ... Like any other
author on the run, NBC's distinguished John Chancellor will dart
from studio to newsroom here
next Tuesday to push his new
book. (Its title is less ingenuous
than its author: "Peril and
Promise: A Commentary on
America.")

Old school: After commencement
S~nday _at USD, Bob Hope and his
wife, Dolores, took their honorary
d~grees and headed off to the
airport. University spokesman John
Nunes, who doubled as their driver
says Hope was in a bigger hurry '
than his wife. "Bob," she sighed, "it'i
such a beautiful university. we
should take four years and go back
to school here." She was even
mulling possible majors. "What
wouid you major in B ?" she /
' Hope.
.
asked• "Bowing," said
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Afro-American Catholics
The 15th anniversary of the Commission for African-American
Catholics will ~e celebrated Saturday, June 16 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on ~he Utp~ersity of San.Diego campus. Mass will be ~offered
by CoadJutor Bishop Robert Brom. A lunch will be available for

$5.
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/l\lah er Hall annou nced
at USO _gradu ation
By Dan E. Pitre
Southern Cross
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PAR.ff - The

sun shined
ALCALA
brightly on the University of San Diego May
27, as the Catholic university awarded some
750 bachelor degrees, bestowed honorary
doctorate degrees on comedian Bob Hope
and his wife, Dolores, and announced the
renaming ofDeSales Hall in honor ofBishop
Leo T. Maher during commencement
ceremonies in Torero Stadium.
Bishop Maher, chairman of the USO
Board of Trustees, usually confers degrees
with Dr. Author E. Hughes, USO president.
Because of his recovery from brain surgeries
on April 25 and May 9, the bishop was unable
to attend this year's commencements of the
law school (May 19) and graduate (10:30
a.m. May 27) and undergraduate classes.
Hughes announced at the May 27 undergraduate ceremony that the Board of Trustees was renaming one of its major buildings
(which houses its administrative offices)
Bishop Leo T. Maher Hall because of the
bishop's "steadfast commitment to this
university and to its future as an outstanding
institution of Catholic higher learning."
"Having chaired its Board of Trustees for
20 years and only missing one meeting, May
18, the bishop, as much as any individual can
do, has provided forceful leadership and support to the quantitative and qualitative evolution of USO," he said
"Bishop Maher has asked that you, the
Class of 1990, be the first to share this honor
and the joy it gives him in being so recognized," Hughes said .
Bishop Maher, who was discharged from
Scripps Clinic May 29, is expected to retire
this summer in conjunction with his 75th
birthday, July 1. Coadjutor Bishop Robert H.
Brom, formerly bishop of Duluth, Minn.,

will succeed him.
Ernest J. Hahn, a developer and USO trustee, will succeed Bishop Maher as chainnan
of the USO board. Hahn joined Hughes in
conferring degrees at this year's undergraduate ceremony.
Sister Sally Furay, USD vice president and
provost, read the citation, and Hughes bestowed on the Hopes the Honorary Doctors
of Human Letters degrees.
Bob Hope told the graduates, "We 're finally realizing that ... to have a true quality of
life we need more in the worlcplace people
who are brilliant of mind; we need people
who are moral of soul.
"Hopefully, your years here at the University of San Diego have given you the spiritual
and intellectual strength you need (to be)...
world beaters we desperately need."
c::::..c,.,
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Photoe by Den E. Pih

USO HONOREES - At the University of San Diego undergraduate
commencement May 27 at Torero Stadium, Dr. Author Hughes, president, announced that DeSales Hall, top photo, nas been renamed, in

•

honor of Bishop Leo T. Maher. Dr. Hughes presented honorary
doctorate degrees to famed comedian Bob Hope and his wife,
Dolores, right. (Related photo on page 12.)
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Bilind'-1lci• s.ls and certifica-

for food handlers are being of-

fefed in Chula Vista. Food-industry

•

•

employees will learn about sanitati<Sn, food-handling techniques and
fo9(f safety while gaining their county, certification. The classes in Englis]i will take place at 6 p.m. today, 9
a.,;n. June 9, and 6 p.m. June 21. Sessions in Spanish will be held at 6 p.m.
Jupe 14 and 28. All classes will be
held in the Scripps Memorial HospitaJ-Chula Vista Trailer Classroom,
435 H St. Cost is $13. Call 275-3335 for
inlormation.
■ The seventh annual Wine &
Roses wine tasting will be held Sat-

urday at the Unive[ sity of San D~go
on' the outdoor patio of Camino 11.
Proceeds will benefit Camp Oliver, a
childrens' camp in Descanso, and the
Scholarship Fund of the San Diego
Chapter of the California Association
of, Nurserymen. The festivities inclyde a debut tasting from 3 to 5 p.m.
and general tasting from 5 to 7:30
p.q:i. Medal winners from the recent
Sap Diego National Wine Competition will be featured. Cost is $50 per
person for the debut tasting, and $25
per person for the general tasting
($30 at the door). Call 563-7654 for
information. For a list of the wine

Food
for though t
Lara Smith
competition results, call 453-2092 and
leave your name and mailing address.
■ "A Walk in the Callaway Vineyard and Winery" will be led by

John Moramarco, Callaway's viniculturist and senior vice president, at
noon on Saturday. An optional tour of
the facility will begin at 11:30 a.m.
The walk includes wine tasting and
information on the activities that
precede the summer harvest. A buffet brunch will follow at 1 p.m. Cost
is $30 plus tax; call (714) 676-4001 for
reservations.
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Study rf veals local share
a's Cuu u_rofits
of Americ
'7 s
-
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By Pat Counsell .

Journal Reporter
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A new study predicts as much as
$911 million will flow into the San
Diego economy as a result of the
1992 America' s Cup race.
The conclusion from a report by
five University of San Diego economics professors is $289 million
less than projections made in a 1987
study. Coronado's share of the race
would amount to $25 to $30 million, according to Alan Gin, one of
five USD professors involved in the
study.

those groups, with rent for the
spaces going to the Port District,
Ehman said.
The $911 million in the study reflects additional spending that
would occur in the region above
what would have been expected if
San Diego had not been host city
for the America's Cup races. The
total consists of about $405 million
in direct spending and another $506
million in what economists call
''induced spending.''
Direct spending is money spent
by race participants, visitors and
others for goods and services direc-

•

The study was commissioned by
the America's Cup Organizing
Committee and submitted to San
Diego Unified Port District commissioners Tuesday as part of the
ACOC's request for race funding.
Port commissioners approved in
concept the idea of a public-private
partnership for support of the race
but did not agree to a specific
amount.
The ACOC asked for $10 million, half the amount needed to
stage the races. The committee said
it can raise the other $10 million
from television rights and other

tly connected to the race. Direct
spending by visitors and participants generates profits, income and
wages to those involved in the
transactions.
A portion of the receipts are then
spent on local goods and services,
generating additional profits and income within the county, according
to the study. This is called "induced spending.''
The majority of the direct spending will occur in regions surrounding San Diego Bay, and in areas in
which hotels, restaurants, and retail
sales activity are concentrated, the

sources.
The race organizers also asked
the port to consider $5 milijon in
improvements to the Tenth Avenue
Marine Terminal to house as many
as 10 racing syndicates.
Tom Ehman, executive vice
president and general manager of
the America's Cup Organizing
Committee, said the committee is
encouraging syndicates to make
agreements to use existing shipyard
facilities on the bay. He estimated
four to six syndicates may still be
unable to find spaces. The Tenth
Street facility could accommodate

study said. Dirc:ct spending falls off
dramatically as distance from the
bay area increases, the report said.
The majority of the total spending will occur in the city of San
Diego, projected to receive a share
of about $750 million.
The impact in bay area cities,
which the study defined as Chula
Vista, Imperial Beach, National
City and Coronado, is expected to
be about $86 million.
Total spending will also generate
tax revenues for city and county
governments ithin the region by
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Con~ from page 1
way of sales tax and tratfsieAt occupancy taxes (TOT). The city of San
Diego stands to gain the majority of
TOT resulting from the race. The
total fiscal impact to San Diego is
expected to be about $11 million,
composed of $7.24 million in TOT
and $3.54 million in sales tax revenues.
Estimates indicated Coronado
could expect as much as $360,000
in sales tax and TOT revenues as a
result of the race, according to figures used in the report.
The report was based on an estimate that the race would attract 1. 1
million visitors to the area and included the World Championship
races in May 1991, the America's
Cup defender and challenger selection trials in January through April
of 1992 as well as the finals in May
of 1992.
The economists said there were
two main reasons the new study refleeted lower spending than the
$1 ..2 billion earlier predicted. Construction spending projections were
lower in the 1990 study as were forecasts of visitor spending, said Dirk
Yandell, another one of ~
economists who compiled th e data.
The 1987 study included projections for costs to build marinas and
other waterfront structures to accommodate the race. Many of those
projects are no longer planned,
economists said.
Actual spending associated with
the yacht race may be higher, according to Tom Ehman, executive
vice president and general manager
of the America's Cup Organizing
as
Committee. The U~
0
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based on a total of 15 challengers. ·
A record number of 20 syndicates from 15 countries have submitted challenges for the race. Eight
countries, Denmark, Germany,
Japan, Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, the Soviet Union and Yugosla,·:a, are first time challengers. The
challenge period ended May 26.
"I think the bottom line is that it
will bring summertime activity at
what is otherwise a shoulder
season,'' Ehman said.
Coronado may host as many as
three racing syndicates, according
to Ehman. One or two teams may
use a former boat yard site on First
Street leased by John Sawicki, Ehman said. It also looks as if a syndicate may be interested in using Glorietta Bay, he said.
Businessman Lee Stein had approached city officials earlier this
year to explore what conditions the
city might attach to any agreement
to use municipal lands along ·the
bay.
Whether or not boats are based in
Coronado, the city could wind up
hosting the New Zealand team
again. The Kiwis stayed at Oakwood Apartments during the 1988
challenge race and have the first option for lodging at the complex.
Danish, Italian and Japanese
teams have also expressed an interest in staying at the complex, according to Ed Davis, manager of
Oakwood Apartments.
The gleaming silver America's
Cup ·trophy, accompanied by
ACOC representatives, will pay a
visit to the Coronado City Council
meeting June 5, Ehman said.

